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The article presents the folk dance of the Croats in
brief, from its magical roots to its contemporary presenta-
tion at festivals and reviews.

On the basis of archival data we present the key
elements that describe dances and dance customs from
the 13th to the 19th century. On the basis of field work and
written works in the 20th century we provide a division of
dances by dance zones, and then we speak of the forming
of the Institute of Folklore Research (formerly the Institute
of Folk Art) and field work, the founding of the Lado
Folklore Ensemble and the International Folklore Review
in Zagreb.

It is quite difficult to pin down the origins of most folk dances and folk customs among
the Croats * . There are too few documents on the subject. Aside from gravestones, stecaks
(Bosnian medieval tombstones), a few frescoes and other artistic illustrations depicting
dance, there is a scarcity of archival data from which we can only surmise what the actual
dance was like. They usually refer to the influence of church or civil authorities on the
holding of dances on this territory. These are usually in the form of bans, justified by the
damaging influence of dance on the body and soul of the participant. We find occasional

This text was first published in the book: Ivan Ivancan. Narodni plesni obicaji Julne Dalmacije. Narodna
plesna kultura u Ifrvata, Kultumo-prosvjetni sabor Hrvatske, Zagreb, 1985: 9-44 & 467-471.
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reference to fragments of dance customs or an occasional name of a dance in the writings of
travellers who passed through these areas or state administrators reporting on the conditions
in theirregion. But all this information is scant at best. We can glean a little information from
reports of court proceedings.

It is quite clear that the former magical basis for certain dances and dance customs hints
at their great age. Our distant, and sometimes not so distant ancestors used dances and
customs in their struggle for prosperity.

The zajc, zecor zecko kolo dance, preserved in some parts of the country, is considered
by dance historians to date back to the Paleolithic. The magical purpose of such dances was
twofold: ferti«i:ty and the struggle for an auspicious hunt.

Dances related to tilling the soil, tlle origins of which are placed in the Neolithic, are
quite numerous even today, and their magical purpose is often still obvious. Such dances
were performed in order to secure a good crop of flax, hemp, potato, cabbage, lettuce and
so forth. They are still performed at times as ajoke, but only thirty years ago they were danced
"just in case", even though the participants no longer believed in their magical power. The
dancers were supposed to stamp their feet as emphatically as possible so that the crop would
be larger in size, and they had to leap as high as possible so that the plant would grow taller.
Now and then the dancers would add a mustache dance to their dances for a good harvest.
The mustache is a symbol of male potency, so the dance was for "women to bear offspring
better".

In MedimUIje, for example, the revellers in the carnival dance for the linen and turnips.

- Here is for flax, here is for plumper turnips.

For the flax they leap high, and for the turnips they stand with legs astride!.
The objective of the circle dance performed during the winter solstice is to chase winter

away and speed the arrival of the sun. All through the Croatian territories this period of the
year is the main dance season, and until recently this season was the time when the circle
dance was most frequently danced. Many authors consider the form of the circle dance to be
a stylized sun, like some athletic equipment, or the circular or ball-like cakes which are
prepared during the winter solstice.

On this territory, remnants of a circle dance can be found that was performed with the
intention of jollying or tricking the dangerous ghost of someone deceased, to keep it from
turning into a vampire and wreaking evil on the local population. Circle dances led
backwards, in the wrong direction, are a remnant of attempts to keep the ghost of the deceased
from recognizing the participants in the dance. We find such dances carved on stecaks, and
the dance leader may be a stag, an animal associated with chthonic cults. Most of these circle
dances and related customs reflect the twofold attitude of the participants: fear with
protective magic, and awe for or humoring of the deceased with gifts and dance. The circle
dance is led in the wrong direction, the dance{s call to each other with altered names, and folk
songs mention, aside from reversing the circle dance, that weapons and clothing were also
reversed.

Certain forms of magic dancing around the city, house, hearth, wedding table or the
stairs essentially had a twofold purpose. One was confirmation of ownership, while the other

Milovan Gavazzi, Godina dana hrvatskih narodnih obicaja, Zagreb, 1939, Mala knji~nica M.H. New series,
!V vols.19 and 20: 22.
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was protection from disease. Such dancing held on throughout the territory inhabited by
Croats, and in some places, particularly during wedding festivities, they are performed even
today. I might also add invoking the household sprite. In the northwestern parts of Croatia,
for instance at the moment when the best man or other figure in the wedding brings the bride
to her new home, he pounds on the stairs or porch with a cane while dancing, and everyone
in the circle dance shouts:

Mator, Mator!
or

Stari, Stari!
(both "mator" and "stari" mean "Old Man")
A circle dance around a tree, bonfire or a water spring are also remnants ofheaIth cults,

or cults of advancing the vegetation. Such are the wedding dance around a fire in the front
yard, a circle dance around bonfire in northern Croatia, or around a burning koleda in
Dalmatia. These customs are increasingly rare; a fire may be lit but no one dances around
it, instead they jump over it. Similar is the case with dancing around a well, spring or water
tank, while dances around trees have vanished altogether. All that is left is a memory of them
and an occasional document from earlier periods.

We can tell that a circle dance was supposed to provide protection against evil spirits
and demons usually by the place it was performed and belief in fairy and witch dances. Many
details are repeated similar to those that dance historians relate to the dance customs of early
Slavs. The performance of circle d,mces at crossroads, along with the practical fact of the
large open space, also has a concealed, magical meaning. This is more obvious when such
crossroads are not close at hand and yet a circle dance is performed there if only once a year,
though there may be other, more habitual places for dancing. When a village shifts in position
such crossroads may end up on their outskirts, or even halfway between two villages. The
fact that crucifixes are placed at such points is not chance. Crossroads, in the old beliefs, are
the meeting place of fairies and witches. On their way through such crossroads, wedding
processions inevitably slow down their pace or even stop so that flag-bearers, waving flags
and leaping, can chase away evil spirits particularly threatening to the bride.

Peasants had special dances for protection against snakes and other threats, while
uttering certain verses or magic formulas. Thirty years ago, the women of Lika still danced
naked in the moonlight in the cabbage patch to chase caterpillars off the cabbage so that the
cabbage would be as naked as the women in the dance.

J

***
The dance culture of the Croats is quite heterogeneous. We can not even approximately

determine what part of its legacy came from the proto-inhabitants of the Balkans such as
IIlyrians, Celts and others, what was brought by the Slavs, and what can be attributed to
influences of the conquerors: the Romans, Turks and others. The influences of the Alpine
culture sphere, the Mediterranean, Carpathians, Orient and cultural elements of the neigh-
boring peoples all found fertile soil on the territory settled by Croats. Gypsy musicians,
singers, dancers and entertainers often transmitted various cultural goods, especially music
and dance elements. One also musn't underestimate the influence of what was fashionable
among nobility at the courts and in cities, as well as influence of sacral and civic authorities.
In this last century, teachers transmitted dances from one region to another, often including
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Austria, Czech and Hungarian dances. Soldiers and seasonal work force also brought
innovation to their villages that took root in the local folklore. This was particularly common
when there was a local predisposition, similar elements, a basis for certain forms and content
already, in which that the new could take hold. Radio and television merely accelerated a
certain uniformity, while the influences and permeation of bourgeois civilization and old
traditional culture are quite well suited to acculturation.

***
It is perfectly clear that various types of processioners (the carnival zvoncari, didi,

fasniki and so forth, the St. George's Day jurjasi, durdari; the Mayday filipovcice, the
Salvation krizar~ the Midsummer Day ladarice or ivancice, the Holy Spirit kraljice, the
New Year ko\edari, the wintervucari orvukari, therain processioners dodole and so forth)
are a very old cultural feature, the beginning of which is difficult to pinpoint. The same
applies to their ritual movement, circle dances and simple choreography, the use of masks
and props. They are definitely older than dances that appeared in the Middle Ages. Belief
in their magical power to insure better vegetation and crop lasted in people's consciousness
until the mid-20th century. Similarly can be said for the jumping dances in lines which were
usually performed by young lads. They were danced on the streets and at crossroads, from
street to street, and they held on the longest in Podravina in dances called stezanca and mi
gunja pletemo, etc. A circle dance and dance in couples spread considerably where the
dancers go under a bridge made by the raised hands of two other dancers. Such is the kolo
iz Primostena and certain Posavina and Bilogorje walked dances, certain figures in the
Korcula kumpanije, lastovsko kolo, tanac from Bascanska Draga on Krk Island, and a
series of couple dances of which the most well known is the pod mostec or suhi mostfrom
the Croatian Zagorje andPosavina. It is difficult to ascertain how old are walked dances with
and without singing, tlle entwining and untwining of the circle dance with simple stepping,
and where they originally come from. We simply cannot grasp the age and origin of mute
mimicked circle dances that have only held on partially in Lika2 and the Travnik vicinity3.

For most of these circle dances no parallels can be found among other European dances,
except in occasional cases, only in the Balkans.

Among the oldest dance traditions of the Croats, and not onl y the Croats, we find a six-
part mute dance in the Dinaric dance sphere. When dance historians want to emphasize an
old medieval dance, they mention a circle dance from the Far-uer Islands, accompanied by
singing of old ballads. It is identical to walking in many of the Croat six-part dances, such
as those from Lika or VrIika. M. Gavazzi considers that the circle dance is a form that the
south Slavic peoples probably brought with them from their primeval home4• But it is also
probable that some of the native populations in the Balkans already knew of the circle dance,
because there are non-Slavic peoples that have it, both in the Balkans and in the Near East,
such as the Arabs. Six-part circle dancing reached the Croat territory from this region, on its
way to northwestern Europe. The first description of such a circle dance can be found in the

Ivan Ivancan, Narodni plesovi i igre u Lici, Kultumo-prosvjetni sabor Hrvatske, Zagreb 1981: 153.
A group from Guca Gora ncar Travnik danccd this circle dance at various reviews, and in Zagreb 1973 and
1975.

Milovan Gavazzi, Sudbina stare slavenskc basline kod Juznih Slavena, Biblioteka etnolo~kog drustva
Jugoslavije, Belgrade 1959: 11.
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writings of S. Ljubic, from 1846, which speak of the customs of the Morlaks5
• This form,

travelling along the well known cultural transversal of the Near East-European West, made
it all the way to Norway.6 It held on in the Morlak region and was preserved in a greater
number of versions than anywhere else. The Arabs are familiar with this unusual six-part
rhythmic form even today under the name of dapke, foot tapping, and it is their principal
dance. Along the same transversal, we adopted the dance inventory along with instruments
for accompanying other dances: the drum and two flute-like instruments (zurna) that reached
as far as Posavina and Istria. Six-part dance rhythm appears, outside the Dinaric zone, in
other areas as well, completely clear in some cases, but also in such differing forms where
only its powerful, and sometimes decisive influence is in evidence.

***
The first written mention probabl y referring to the Croats appeared in the Middle Ages.

The Slavs believed in fairies and fairy dances. Young men werelUI'ed into the dances, abused
and even killed. The same beliefs can be heard from story-tellers in various parts of the
country. These sources further say that Slavs danced around a fire, and that they knew
magical dances, particularly for the new year, which they performed wearing animal masks.
All this also applied to the Croats.

The 13th Century

The earliest information on dance among the Croats can be gleaned from the document
"Liberquestionum" from 1273. Among these acts is a treatise on Bastianus Luca's complaint
against Boghidan, because he struck Marincije, son ofDenaksa, with his sword. He wounded
him and spilled his blood. This happened in Trogir at the time of dance with weapons which
are performed on Easter and several days before this holiday? From the formulation of the
defense of the accused, one can conclude that tl1is was a collective dance, probably the
moreskl\ later documented in Trogir. And while the Romance population in Zadar had
dances with swords, spears, swords and bows, it is clear in this case that the population was
Slavic in Trogir. The names of the participants tell us as much.

The 14th Century

It is difficult to tell which population in Istria performed the dances of death that
Vincent Kastavac8 depicted in frescoes at Beram in the Croatian, and Hrastovlje in the
Slovenian, parts ofIstria. When the church banned dancing in the Middle Ages, the populace

Simc Ljubi6, Obicaji kod Moriakah u Dalmaciji, Slovotiskarnica bratja Battara u Zadru, 1846: 21.
Most dance historians rcfer to Farocr Islands dance as the furthest northwestern point to which six-part
dancing reached, the origin of which is in the Near East. At the International Folklore Review in Zagreb,
however, in 1983, a Norwcgian troupe also performed a six-part circlc dancc.
M. Barada, "0 nasem obica ju 'birdll ja kralja", Starohrvatska prosvjeta, arheoloski historijski casopis, Izdaje
Hrvatsko starinarsko drustvo u Kninu. Nova scrija I, Zagreb-Knin 1927: 208-209.
Both frcscocs were painted by Vinccnt from Kastav, 15th century.
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mocked the regulations by dancing circle dances of death. In Beram, accompanied by
instruments like the rozenice (large single flute) and surle (double flute), they dance in
masked couples, in a circle, of which one partner is always death, shown in the form of a
skeleton, while the other partners are representatives of various classes, a nobleman, soldier,
merchant, peasant. The message is that we are all equal before death. The supposition that
such dances did, in fact, exist in these areas is supported by the explicit bans issued by
Aquileian patriarch Bertrand at synods in 1338 or 1339.

We then have a document by an anonymous chronicler who writes in Latin on a great
festivity held in Zadar in 1344 for the arrival of the Hungaro-Croatian king. The people were
issued a proclamation that they should publicly display their gaiety, sing and dance circle
dances, ring the bells, sing hymns and sonnets accompanied by the lyre and trumpet. It is not
clear which population this was. They performed the choreas, i.e. circle dance, which might
mean that they were Croats9•

The information from the Du brovnik vicinity is much more reliable. At the beginning
of the 14th century, and then later, almost in the first half of the 15th, the Dubrovnik senate
forbade dancing circle dances and singing secular songs at Our Lady's (the Dubrovnik
Cathedral), and elsewhere in the little state of St. Blasius 10. V. Vuletic- Vukasovic, in whose
archive we come across this fact, maintains that these songs were sung in Croatian,
'''slovinski' from time immemorial, because from ancient times until today a circle dance
has been held on the porch of the village church. The porch vanished, and then the circle
dance was performed near-by the church, while among the Orthodox it was danced by the
church or monastery portal. There are only a few porches left, in the bishopric of Zaton, in
Sugjurgja on Sipan, in Luka on Sipan, etc. This happens when the patron saint of a church
is celebrated.

In Siano a circle dance is performed on the Day of the Assumption, and on SidZ (Srd?)
but also in further monastery churches, now on the shore. The dance leader sprightly leads
the dance, and the women dance a poskocnica or hopping dance.

Kolovodo, diko nasa
Skokni skokom, migni okom ...

Dance leader, our pride
Take a leaf'l, wink an eye, etc.

In Trsteno on 2 July (Feast of the Visitation) when there is a celebration in Orasac, the
circle dance is danced with singing, now under the sycamores, but earlier in the porch, while
here now there is a lovely porch by Our Lady on the Water.

Here I will write about the circle dance in the porch of St. George's in the village of
Brsecine. Now there is no porch here, but during my childhood it was. A circle dance was
held here, especially on St. George's day, and I remember how they played on the cunja (a
type of boccia) because by the church was the stranj (wine cellar) of the Zuzorieic family
(now Bizzara). Many, many years ago, so they tell me, a circle dance was held on the porch,
and lame Grca from Mrcevo played the bagpipe. Then Father Buskaveta (others say it was
Kuzma Kvestic, Lastovac) happened by, and he couldn't bear to see this holy place defiled.
He come onto the porch and banged his cane against the columns, and they all ran away. Gree

10

V. Jagic, HGrada zahistoriju slovinske narodne poezijc, I.",Zagrcb 1876, rcprint from Volume 37 ,JAZU: 81-
82.

From the archives of Vid Vuletic Vukasovic. Manuscript no. 48a. Sketches from the History of Dubrovnik.
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couldn't run because of his limp, and his bagpipes were exhaling air, squealing. The priest
set at him, mercilessly:

- And you dare to squeal, you shaved head!

On the porch there was a pedestal and coffin for funerals, so fishermen would come
up to the porch to fry their fish. Once they were frying fish and talking, when Niko Ivanov,
rambler and beggar, had crawled into the coffin. It was chilly as could be, and he woke up
and suddenly announced from the coffin:

- Leave some for me!

Those fishermen forgot it might be Niko Ivanov, and ran off tllrough Mandorfina (now
the legacy of the late V. Kljunak) as fast as their feet could take them.

This is only in passing, to say, that porches, in spite of all bans, like the loggias on the
islands, were a reffugium afflictorum."

The 15th Century

In the early 15th century, more precisely in 1402, new festivities were held for the
;rrrival of King Ladislav' s deputy. The circle dance, choreas, was danced, and there is special
mention of dance at the home of Sir Lodovici de Matafaris. There is also mention, aside from
the circle dance, of a dance in three steps.l1

It is impossible to state with certainty when Croatian folklore absorbed dances that
stem from the hault barrois, a type of branle from the 15th century in which the dancers
aU leap high at once with both legs. In Croatian folklore there are quite a few such dances
and circle dances. These are, for example: the Posavina ducec, the Turopolje dudas, the
Bilogorje kozatus, repe and staro sito from the Croatian Zagorje, the Slavonian dipan,
nebesko, ripa, kolenike, krastavca and so forth.

In Dalmatian Zagora, Bukovica andBanija, the custom that aman lifts his partner high
into the air is clearly a trace of the western European volta, widespread during the 15th
century.

A series of church bans went into effect, particularly those forbidding festivities,
masked balls and dancing. The bans were in effect as much for clergy as they were for the
public at large, especially if the festivities were held on church premises, in the nave of a
church and its galleries. The authorities in Dubrovnik banned dancing and singing in the see
church in 1420. In 1425, Dubrovnik approved of another law against dancing, dancing circle
dances and singing secular songs in the church seat. On the day of St. Blasius (Sv. Vlah),
patron saint of the Dubrovnik Republic, gentry, men and women alike danced in the
afternoon in front of the church, accompanied by flute and musical instruments. The
plebeians were not allowed tojoin in a circle dance with the gentry so they danced separately,
while the middle classes enjoyed themselves elsewhere, dancing on the streets and squares.

In the first half of the same century we note, in Dubrovnik as well, the dance of

II V. Jagic, op.cit.:7
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cobblers with bows, a sub-type of what were called chain dances (lancani plesovi) with
swords. Both types appear simultaneously in Europe, often in the same towns; therepresen-
tatives of some of the guilds would dance with swords or sabers and their derivates (canes,
kerchiefs), while others danced with bows. Archival documents inform us that a dance was
performed in 1432 on the Day of sts. Philip and Jacob. All the cobblers to the age of 45 had
to take part in the dance. Two figures are painted in watercolors from the archive of the
Martecchini family. 13. Under one we find the words "The Cobblers' Assembly at the Dance",
while the caption under the other is even more interesting: "The Dance of Noblemen and
Their Wives on Mayday, that Cobblers Continued to Perform on the Day of Philip and Jacob
1432". Clearly this dance had been danced earlier by noblemen, for Mayday. The second
important aspect of these watercolors is that you can see Cupid painted above the group of
dancers. In similar medieval dances there was often one person on top of the circle dance,
and there was also a circle on top of the circle dance at times. This is probably the source of
the kolo na kat that has been preserved almost to the present by Slavonians and Hercegov-
inians, as has the kolo na cardak it was also known by the Turopolje population and those
Iiving in other parts of Yugoslavia.14

The other craftsmen also had to dance before the Rector in Dubrovnik. Tailors from
the age of 16 to 45 held carnival balls on Carnival Tuesday (Mardigras). According to
another source, at the turn of the 15th century the tailor guild had the privilege of dancing
before the Rector on cetvrtak pretili (Carnival Thursday). According to K. Vojnovic, from
the book of this fraternity, it is evident that three tailors were granted 50 dukats to sew
costumes for 12 dancers who would dance on Carnival Thursday for "the pride of the
fraternity and the honor of the Rector"15. This was probably a chain dance, referred to in later
documents as the cerchiata, i.e. a dance with bows, always performed by 12 dancers, or
multiples of 12 dancers.

The craftsmen's corporations became the principle vehicles in cities for social life and
entertainment: gradually they began to create dances that symbolically demonstrated some
of the movements of the particular craft. Barrel-makers danced with barrel rings, knife-
makers with a sword, mjllers imitated the mill wheel, and weavers used a kerchief to show
how the shuttle weaves through the threads of the woof. Cobblers imitated pounding wedges,
tarring shoemaker's thread and sewing. These dances, particularly in the Alpine and Adriatic
spheres, and in the Pannonian regions to some degree as well, were adopted by peasants and
adapted to their own dance traditions. New forms appear side-by-side with the older walked
circle dances: an indi vidual couple enters a closed circle dance, in some places couples broke
away completely such as in the case of the dance pod most which gained in popularity.

Fashionable innovation, particularly through the influence of Dubrovnik and Venice,
spread rapidly through the Adriatic sphere. Numerous couples, groups of three and dances
in two rows of varied provenience became increasingly frequent in the repertoire of dance

12 Cvito Fiskovic, "Iz rcncsansnog Omisa", Izdanjc llistorijskog arhiva u Splitu, vol. 6, special edition, 1967:
7. Also V. Vulctic Vukasovic, op.cit.: 8.

Archive of the Martccchini family, Album di Ragusa, Table 32. Found in the City of Dubrovnik Archives.
Slavonians from the village ofOrubic dance the circle dancc Plilo injc na sclcno smiljc, while the people of
Turopolje dance kolo na ~ardak, and the Hcrccgoviniuns dance kolo na kolu.
Kosta Vojnovic, "Bratovstine i obrtne korporacijc u Republici Dubrovackoj od XIII do konca XVIII vijeka",
Volume 2, BralOl'sline dubrovacke, JAZU. Monumcnta historico-iuridica SavorumMcridionalium, Vo1.712,
Zagrcb 1899: XXI, 59, 63.

13

14
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festivities. We can consider certain such phenomena as Venetian, or more broadly as Italian,
while Austrian fashionable influences were different. It is rather difficult to divide one from
the other because the very area of Yen ice, its continental inland section, is in the Alpine dance
sphere. As far as the influence of Dubrovnik, the area of the Dubrovnik Republic was a
crucial source of spread for various cultural elements. Dubrovnik mediated in spreading
dances and dance customs from Spain and the Naples kingdom, through ceremoniarii who
taught various skills with weapons and court bearing at the Dubrovnik Court. This is where
many elements were introduced to the Du brovnik vicinity reminiscent of Spain and southern
Italian dances, such as castanets. The moreskacomes from here. The snapping offingers and
holding of the hand when dancing, the relations between partners and certain other stylistic
details in tlle kolo poskocica (linda) from the vicinity of Dubrovnik clearly point to their
Spanish andNeapolitan models. Ceremoniarii at that time were also dance instructors. Quite
a few middle European danceelemenl~ also arrived in southern Dalmatia through Dubrovnik
thanks to its ties with Hungary. Aside from this, the ceremonial, and therefore many other
elements related to festivities, balls and dances, were shared for one period by Hungary and
Spain, because the Hapsburgs, following Matthias Corvinus, ruled both countries. Of the
visible middle European influences, we should mention the phenomenon of the lancani
plesovi s lukovima i macevima (chain dances with bows and swords). In the Europe of the
15th century they were at their heyday, and we have them during the same period in Dubro-
vnik, at least the one with bows. Vitlanje zastavama (Waving Flags) was also modelled
directly on the middle European Fahnentanz. Then there is the pIes oko majskog drva
(dance around the maypole) which we later note in Dubrovnik, on Hvar, Vis and in certain
other areas.

Juraj Sizgoric, in his work "De situ IIIyri ae etcivitate Sibenici" mentions a 15th century
circle dance performed to song.16 "Damet and Menalko harmoniously sing before Palemo-
nom. During this singing in the circle dance they stamp the earth ... Among the Slavs it is even
now the custom as in days of old, because when they dance the circle dance they all stamp
the ground at the same moment with their feet". This is a remarkably clear description from
which we can easily recognize the folk circle dance of the Sibenik vicinity existing even
today.

The 16th Century

At the turn of the 16th century we hear of the staracki pIes on Hvar. The Hvar
inhabitants claim that Petar Hektorovic was particularly fond of it.17

The priests of Split danced after permission from Bishop Andrij a at weddings and first
masses. They probably also danced elsewhere, because Marko Marulic advices them:

" ..When you join in the dance, my monks ...
Lead not the dance, sing not the song,
Walk in dignity, and not as jf raging ...18

Juraj Sizgoric, "Dc Silu Illyriae el civilatc Sibenici", IIrvalski La tiniSli I, Pet stoljcca hrvalske knjizevnosti,
Matica Ilrvalska - Zora, Zagrcb, 1969: 146-147.
Fr. S. Kuhac, ]uzno-sJovjcnskc nitrodnc popijcvkc, Vol. lII, Zagreb 1880: 361.
C. Fiskovic, op.cit. 10: 11.

16

17

18
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Marulic is the first to use the name kolo (coHo)!9 or circle dance, then a Dubrovnik law20
mentioned it once in 1515. The wordkolo finally appeared in the Mihajljo dictionary in 1691.

That same year, Petar Petri tic, Zagreb bishop, mentions how sacral songs were being
sung to folk melodies. Among tlle four he lists there were two circle dances: igralo kolo
siroko and poszeal szem basulek, both of them still danced today. Commenting on
PetritiC's statement, Kuhac logically concludes that these songs can be dated "with some
certainty to the 15th century".

Petretic also recommends dancers and singers to change old, improper verses with new
ones. "Tunes of simple people, particularly those of the female gender often sing, dancing,
prancing, working", should be changed to religious words, while the old melodies may
remain. So the song 0 gloriosa domina may be danced to the circle dance igralo kolo
siroko.

There is mention in the 16th century of the moreska in Split22.The Turks and Moors
fight. The Korcula moreska probably appeared during this century. It also depicts fighting
between the Turks and the Moors, as is also true for an unidentified combination of the
moreSka and thecerchiate, which was found in a list of the Dubroynik Franciscan library23.
As legend has it, the moreska was brought to Korcula from Split by Father Luka Ferro in
the 18th century. This seems unlikely, since choreological structural analysis and compari-
sons of these versions speak that a part of the elements of the Korcula moreska are older,
and that it must have existed on Korcula at the end of the 16th century. Perhaps the Korcula
moreska evolved in two phases. In the battle dance from Korcula as we know it now, both
elements are probably merged.

In works by Dubrovnik writers Marin Ddic and Djono Palmotic we also find mention
of tlle moreska. In one hand-written manuscript, a copy of DdiC's Tirena, we find the title:
"Tirena, a comedy penned in Dubrovnik, shown at the court in 1548 including the battling
style of the moreska and a dance in shepherd's style"24. The people of Dubrovnik, therefore,
were acquainted with the moreSka, they l:ad probably picked it up through Spanish
instructors (which is where most of Europe learned it), and some agile dancer and teacher
probably brought it from there to Korcula. This is also the first mention of a shepherd's or
villager's style of dance.

Bans on dancing continued. The Dubrovnik Senate in 1515 forbade the lively circle
dance of servant maids or lads that was danced tllrough the streets when going to fetch the
groom to bring him to the wedding.25 The Split Archbishop forbade masked priests26in 1511
and in 1535, as did the 1564 Sibenik synodY The religious authorities after the Council of
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Trent reinforced various bans related to entertainment and dance customs. DonatPaskvalic,
a Split Humanist and schoolteacher in Trogir, held a banquet and ball at his home in 1552
for his students, their parents and some of the other Trogir gentry on the last Carnival
evening. Fighting ensued.28 In 1582 Toma Marin, the Trogir city rector, forbademerrymak-
ing, dancing, playing and hiring musicians without his express permission, under the threat
of imprisonment or thrashing in public or in the home.29 The Omis registrar forbade the
holding of banquets and playing and dancing in almshouses, except for the First Mass or with
the approval of the poor residing there. 30

Among archive data from Omis there is another statement about dance, song, music
and games. Dancing went on in front of the Church of St. Micah. And people danced in front
of other Dalmatian churches, for example at the Split Peristyle, and in front of the Church
of St. Micah in Trogir.

From a court investigation conducted in 1561 by Petar Mussoro, an Omis judge, we
learn about dance with bagpipes in front of the church. Petar Ivanac attached Nikola Desenic
with a schiavone (a two-edged, basket-hilted sword, trans. note) because of a quarrel during
a costume ball. Desinic and his friends paid the bagpipe player Marko from Brae for five
dances in a row. During the fourth of these, Petar began to interfere with the dancing and
push to be the dance leader. This is the first mention of a bagpipe as accompaniment for
dancing, payment for dance and the institution of dance leader.3! The bagpipe is mentioned
in Dundo Maroje by Ddic as well.

- Ah, ah, 'swounds, where are the bagpipes, so you can do (reces) it to the bagpipe?

Here "reces" means - to dance a jumping circle dance, a hopping dance. People use the
expression "reci kolo" even today.32

Italian dances are mentioned on Hvar: the rugiero (rujer, author's note) and the
spagnoleta and as a figure they contain the Korcula moreska. There is also mention of the
Bagliarda33, a dance that later took hold in Istria as well, in vogue throughout Europe in the
15th and 16th century. It is important to us because we can identify it with "prebiranje" in
various Adriatic dances, the prebirat figure in the Istrian Balon and in some other dances.
"Prebiranje" is one of the key stylistic characteristics of Adriatic zone dances, anditis called
the hrvatski prebir occasionally.

And there were two more bans. Both referred to priests. One of tlle the conclusions
from the 1564 Sibenik synod was that clerks were expressly forbidden to dance and sing kolo
songs. They were also forbidden to learn dances.34 The 1598 Zadar synod forbade members
of the clergy to lead the dance, either privately or in public.35
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The 17th Century

Father Frisoni visited the Omis church in 1603 and stated in his report that he was most
disturbed by the dancing and hand ball played before the doors of the parish church.
Subsequently he insists em banning them.36

At the Church ofSt. Simon inDubrovnik women of questionable character danced and
sang before the doors of the church, entertaining vulgar crowds of cobblers and soldiersY
There is mention in Sibenik, 1611-1617 of the starohrvatsko koJo, and with it, the
mordka .38 They were performed outdoors under clear skies, and in private homes. We learn
as much from a trial conducted against various members of the clergy who beat the moreska
at Carnival time, in public no less. Giuseppe Pig nata, a refugee from the Roman inquisition
in Holland, happened to be there as he was fleeing along the Adriatic, on MolatIsland. Noting
the customs, and on that occasion the custom of electing a king, Pignata clearly stated that
these were Croats because they spoke "Slavic language". After dining, the king and his
entourage went to the square in the middle of which grew a large tree. "Two drummers and
one who whistled began their musicking. The king then took some young girl and started
dancing with her. Each sang the song as he saw fit, with no trace of harmony. Each took
whomever they happened upon, male or female, grabbed them by the hand and danced
around. They leaped in the air, each of their gestures was nothing but a grimace, uproarious
laughter. They took all sorts of poses and leaped high in the air with legs stiff, in a great circle
like harvesters. It was all such a farce that you could burst from laughing."39

Father Pavao Pelizzer from Rovinj, who wrote of his travels, visited Krapan.i Island in
1640 where he stayed during the Carnival. He watched the election of the king and the circle
dance, joined by monks.40

In Jurje HabdeliC's dictionaries and in Ivan Belostenec's Dictionar and Gazofilacija,
we find definitions of Croatian words for songs and kolo (circle dance) songs. Special
emphasis is placed on ribald songs that are occasionally sung with the kolo circle dance.
Under the heading pessem u kolnom plesZll we find the Poszkochnicza, used to refer to
these ribald songs.4! Belostenec's notion of the Poszkochnicza was later applied to joking
or humorous circle dances (see Kuhac's classification on p. 94), while today, the poskocica
is what the kolo in the greater Dubrovnik vicinity is called.

Craftsmen and villagers danced in front of the Franciscan Church in Dubrovnik on
Midsummer's Eve. The villagers danced on the threshing grounds for less important
holidays, as in Bosanka and on Sipan, and Dubrovnik gentry joined in these dances.
Sometimes there would be brawls and fights that were resolved at the Dubrovnik courts.42
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In order to understand the dance customs in Istria, the facts brought by Valvasor in the
17th century are quite important.43He describes Croat dances, he writes of the order at balls
in Rijeka during processions on patron saint days, the wedding dances and dancing at church
fairs in Is tria, where influences from Carniola and the north were in evidence as early as the
11th century. This period left a rather clear trace in Istria dance culture. Although most of
Istria was under Venetian rule, rather abundant northern influences also infiltrated the area.
Valvasor speaks of dancing andjumping in couples. Partners held each end of a kerchief,
which points to some figures of the balon or the later dance, the hrvaski. He further writes
that the dance was accompanied by music on a double instrument called the uidaliza (clearly
today's vidalice). Aside from the vidalica (double flute) they played therosheniza (roienice,
author's note). The first dance belonged to the parish priest, and he could sell it for three
libers, or forty kreutzers. The sale ofthe first dance, and "being first" in the dance, are clearly
a venerable tradition, which held on until quite recently in the Kvarner islands. The name of
the kolo commander in lstria is the kaput balo or the kaput plesi, probably much older as
a name than the Dalmatian name kapobalo, and the information provided on 17th century
Istrian dance by Novi Grad bishop N. Tomassini44• The dances he cites are Italian in origin,
bu t this did not mean that they were onl y danced by Italians. Furthermore the most important
dance among the Istrian Croats was the balon or balun, as it is still called, and though it has
an Italian name, it was banned by Italians, and anyone who chose to dance it could be
punished by thrashing and imprisonment. During the Occupation (20th century) ofIstria, the
Italians considered it an outright expression of Croatian nationalism. Tommasini also
mentions the selling of the honor of being dance commander in Buje. In his thinking the most
important dance was the della verd ura, the greenery dance that was danced by boys and girls
decked in wreaths. The girls held bows in their hands, and from the description of the dance
it is clear that this was later called the cerchiata in Dalmatia. We have already mentioned
the gentry and cobblers dancing this dance, and in the 15th century, found depicted in the
watercolors preservedin the Martecchini family archive; Tommasini says for the dance della
verdura that he sees nothing that would seem older than that. The dance is performed in two
facing rows, and chronologically it is earlier than the spread of German and French
contradance in the Croatian territories. The tanac and dances later dubbed hrvaski and so
forth are remnants, in lstria, the northern Croatian coast and the northern Adriatic islands of
earlier traditions as far as dancing in two facing rows is concerned. Tommasini, and later
other authors surmise that the dance is of Greek origin, left by the Colchi who, purportedly,
founded Pula and Koper. The dance, in their opinion, resembles the one that Theseus danced
in the labyrinth after conquering the minotaur. The St. Jacob dance was danced in Buje (it
is interesting to note that a similar dance was danced in Dubrovnik by the cobblers on saints
Philip and Jacob Day, author's note). It was given this name because it was usually
performed on a open space in front of the St. Jacob Church. The dance resembled the della
verdura. Some of the other dances were the del fiore (flowers), delI'occa (geese), del
pugnale (knife), but the young people, according to the commentary, had already stopped
dancing them. In two of the dances: il ballo della coda and the mal gradito amante, the
leader of the dance, the mazziere, i.e. the baton-bearer, held a baton decorated with many-

.3 Johann Wcichard PreihcIT von Valvasor, Die Ehrc des Hcrzogihums Krain, Lubach-Nuremberg 1689, Vol
II, Book VI, chapter 10: 334.
G. F. Tommasini op.cit. 31: 74-87.44
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colored ribbons. The baton-bearer moves the first dancer back to the end of the line, while
all the others change places.45 These are particularly important details for Croatian chore-
ology because they point to the roots of the baton-bearer in the balon, and such a figure still
could be seen in this dance, as well as in the promena in Is tria, as late as the period following
World War Two. Clearly the change in the order of dancers in the two above-mentioned 17th
century dances and the modern Istrian promena are related to this. At the end of the passage
on Istrian dance, Tommasini writes about special summer festivities. There was dancing in
the streets and squares, especially the della botte (barrels) dance. This was performed
without the slightest malicious intent and with modesty. If a boy were to squeeze a girl's
hand too hard, she would slap him and he wouldn't be able to take part in the kolo for the
shame. Ifhe persisted in his aggressive behavior he would be killed, which happened from
time to time with outsiders. The della bottewas probably related to the barrel makers' guild,
and it was usually danced with metal rings. Unfortunately we have no further confirmation
of this than the name itselt~ because there is no actual description. According to Tommasini,
every festivity during church ceremonies would end with three gagHarda, and the Corpus
Christi processions in Koper, Piran, Buje and Izola regularly ended with a dance.

One of the most popular dances of the 16th and 17th centuries, besides the gagliarda,
was certainly the pavana. We sense its presence in walking figures of the Istrian balon and
certain Adriatic dances.

It is difficult to set a date for the time when the dances referred to as kolo na kat came
to these territories. It was already widespread in Europe by the 16th century. In any case it
held on in Croatia until the mid-20th century. These include the palo inje na zeleno zmilje,
turopoljsko kolo na cardak and the Hercegovinian kolo na kolu.

We have already mentioned the banner-bearing competitions in Dubrovnik. One finds
them even today in the Korcula kum panija when the banner-bearers, the alfir compete.
Traces of dance customs with flags can be found in the dance of wedding banner-bearers who
lead the wedding procession and wave flags to chase away evil spirits.

Although many assumptions suggest that the sword dance (Kettenschwerttanz), the
Korcula kum panija or mostre as it is called in different parts of Korcula, and the Lastovo
pokladarsko kolo were performed as early as the 16th century, we have no'evidence to this
effect. Furthermore, the earliest known charter, theZrnovska kumpanija(Zrnovsko Society)
charter which dates to 1620, makes no explicit mention of a martial dance: it does mention
the sword "Those who might have to leave the dance to go home, would have to seek
permission, but they would be granted permission only one by one, and each had to take his
own sword", etc. This formulation might possibly suggest that there had been a sword dance,
because otherwise why would the participants bring swords with them to the dance?47 The
swords used today to pert'orm these dances are the schiavone, a weapon used by the Venetian
doge's body guard which was manned by Dalmatian and "upper city" Croats for whom the
blade got its name. This is a two-edged sword with a basket hilt, that is supposed to date,
according to some authors, to the 17th century. 48From a court case in Omis in 1561,
however, we see that Nikola Desenic was attacked by a schiavone sword. This supports our

45 Ibid: 74 and on.
]bid: 181.
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earlier premise for the age of the sword dances in Korcula villages.
In the same century there is record of what are referred to as the hajdutanci in

neighboring Hungary. This is probably related to the hajduk dance recorded in
Koprivnica49, and it is similar to TuropoJje sword dances called the turski mad which were
performed at weddings until quite recently.50

Until quite recently, weddings in Medimurje were led by a couple of captains who
made a bridge by crossing swords as part of the ritual, and the bride and groom passed under
them. From time to time in the procession they would also leap while brandishing unsheathed
swords.51

The 18th Century

Pavao Riter Vitezovic speaks of bonfire .gatherings in his work Natales D(ivo)
LadislavoR(egni) Slavoniae apos tolo published in Zagreb 1701 or 1704, and also mentions
that solo choruses of village girls would gather in a circle dance around the fire throughout
Slavonia and Lower Croatia at the time of the summer solstice (author's note) singing songs
in which a call to "lijepi Lado" (Handsome Lado) was repeated following several of the
verses.52 M. Gavazzi note that circle dances around bonfires were first intended as protection
against illness. 53

In the early 18th century, more precisely in 1716, there is another bit of information
about the schiavone dance for which A. Schneider and B. Sirola maintain that it is Croatian.
They provide notes and a copper etching which depicts the dancers, making this the earliest
recorded Croatian circle dance. The dance in question is between a Venetian gondolier and
a woman; it was published in the book of Gregorio LambranziNuova ecuriosa scuola di balli
thea tralj54.

Bans forbidding the clergy to dance are published with growing frequency. One
member of the clergy from Orasac was brought before the ecclesiastical authorities in 1714.
Dum Bozi, as he is called, was reprimanded for taking part in dances called the kolo, and even
leading them; not only did he take partin the dance, but he even strummed a guitar or played
to those who were dancing from time to time.55

As we move from the late 17th century to the mid-18th century we find more and more
information about dance. Mention is made of dance and music in works of literature. Ivan
Gundulic (18th century Dubrovnikwriter) refers in Osman to a circle dance performed to the
accompaniment of pipe, instruments and song, while in Dubravka a song resounds:
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Igraj kolo, skocmo bolje
Svak se kaii dobre volje.56

Dance the kolo, leap we fine
Everyone has spirits high.

Ignjat Doric writes:

Bapko u bieloj pocielici
Vodi kolo po ulici.
U tom kolu Anka bosa
Is njom Kate kukonosa.

A lad in a snow white
Leads the dance along the street
In the dance Anka has no shoes
And by her, Kate with crooked nose.

Dances of the Dubrovnik craftsmen were held according to an established schedule.
The tailors (savci) and cobblers (crevljari) chose a kolovoda (leader of the dance), and the
choice was valid if at least two thirds of the members were present. By decree, on 2 May 1734
the leader of the dance was elected on the first of April, every year. He had to set the date
for rehearsal and name those who would dance. The leader of the dance could excuse people
from rehearsals if they had good reason. If they did not, they had to pay a fine of four
perpers58• In a decree dated 29 April 1779, the Lower Council ordered the rector's musicians
to be at the service of the cobblers during their dance before the rector. On this occasion the
dancers led the masked bembelj through the city, singing an appropriate song.59

The earliest record oflife and customs in thePozega area in the late 18th century, Tomo
Matic writes:

"And so in June 1782, two professors were sent to Pozega from the Buda University
Matija Piller, professor 'historiae naturalis' and Ludovik Mitterpacher, professor 'oecon-
omiae rusticae' ... They brought fortll the result in the book Iter per Poseganam Sc1avoniae
provinciam mensibusjunio etjuiio annoMDCCLXXII susceptum (Buda, 1783tfJ ... "All the
people are known for their hospitality, and what Tacitus recorded on the Germans goes even
more so for them: "No single people is more compliant in feasts and greeting guests!"6!
"There are virtually no instruments except those two: a bagpipe that blows by mere pressure
under tlle arm into its pipe, and a vocal lyre (tambura) with four or six strings. The sorrowful
modulation is more favored than the lighthearted one; the circle dance is serious and
peaceful, often danced without the accompaniment of instruments, merely to the singing of
a dance leader. They are fond of singing the achievements of their kings and dukes, sung
according to the rules of song and rhythm.62

Individual patrician families in Dubrovnik held receptions at home with concert
performance and dance. At the close of the century many theater groups began to tour the
area from other lands. Among these were amateurs from Korcula who danced the moreska
in 1791 and 1802.

56 "Stari pisci hrvatski", IX, Zagrcb, 1877. Quoted from O. Mladcnovic: "Kolo u Juznih Slovena".
Ibid. XIV, Zagreb 1884.
K. Vojnovic, op.cit. 13(: XXI.
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Dj. Feric, an 18th century Latin scholar, writes "Makaronski opis dubrovackih pokla-
da" (A Humorous Description of the Dubrovnik Carnivals). There is mention of dance to the
pipe, bagpipe and instruments. As far as we know he brings us the first detailed description
of the Dubrovnik kolo poskocica, although he does not name it explicitly.64

There is quite frequent mention of dances from other parts of coastal Dalmatia. Archive
documents on Vis refer to 18th century dance, with commentary by G. Novak andJ. DulCie.
According to Novak, each fraternity had its patron and respects various saints: "This gave
the life of the people of Vis the opportunity of entertainment as well as the chance to go to
church and holy days. At the church they sang the lives of the saints, and the friars sang in
the processions of their patron, while in the fields by the fraternal churches the circle dance
and other games were played. The people of Vis dance five types of dance. In the first place
we have the kolo. The kolo was danced so that a circle was made by holding hands half a
step forward and half a step back. The dance was accompanied by singing. In the middle of
the circle stood a t1ask full of good wine. When the kolo ended, aU would shout in unison:
_Zivio! - and they'd drink down the wine.65J. DulCie brings forth information about thekolo,
a dance called skocigori as it is among the Morlaks, on the bagpipes and violin, instruments
for accompanying the dance. The people of Vis also perform the furlana, and the mac
(clearly this is the moreska, author's note), tllen the dracija (G. Novak refers to it as della
brezzia), which is identical to central European ribbon dances. There are four types of music.
"Some are called, in Croatian, the gusle or tambura, lira (lyre), and the misnjice (bagpipe)
is used, which is filled with air and played through pipes or duplice ... and the village flute
for the grape harvest, for donkey driver music."66.

In 1770 the more ska was danced again in Split, but this time with the cerchiata67
• It

was performed by craftsmen according to the oldest Split libretto. J. Bajamonti describes the
festivities in honor of General Providura Francesco Faliero for whom the craftsmen
performed a dance with weapons. In the manuscript book In occasione there was perform-
ance by I patriotici Giuochi della Moresca e Cerchiate l'Anno 1784. The craftsmen
performed them once more. 68.This is the beginning of a series of moreska and cerchiate
dances (chain dances with bows) in a few of the Dalmatian cities. Vinko Foretie69 provides
detailed information.

Fortis brings us the first news of the Morlak dances in the 18th century: "Along with
singing the songs and the sound of the bagpipe, which is reminiscent of those carried around
when leading a bear, the Morlaks perform their favorite dance which is called the kolo, i.e.
a circle and then it becomes skozzi-gori, i.e. jump high."70 The same dances are mentioned
by his critic I.Lovrie71• While Lovrie clearly has the dances of the Sinj region in mind, we
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cannot be certain whether Fortis was refening to an adjacent area, such as Poljice perhaps.
The place, time and kind of entertainment in the area known as Morlakia have undergone few
changes since the 18th century. Fortis perceptively noted the disintegration of the old kolo
which "degenerated" into the skoci gori which was danced in couples, i.e. in fierce jumping
from foot to foot. This process in the Sinj region and Poljice was almost over while, for
example in the Vrlika, Knin, Drnis and Trogir inland areas and in Bukovica separation into
couples was only beginning from what was otherwise a compact kolo. This process was
happening all over Europe in the late Middle Ages.

B. Hacquet describes a circle dance of pairs in a circle among the IIIyrians, and his
quotes are later cited by many authors. In his opinion the circle dance is danced to the
bagpipes, lyre or salmai (an early oboe).72

As far as the Morlak dances are concerned, he says that they were performed
accompanied by songs and that their dance (plessa) is customarily a circle dance which
includes jumping into the air (skossigori). The bagpipe player (kosslo) stood in the middle
of the circle, and a fiddle was occasionally used as accompaniment (guszle). 73This last
statement is a little odd. He may have in fact been quoting from Fortis's book on his travels
through Dalmatia.

The bulk of historical data refers to dance and dance customs on the Adriatic. This lends
any information about dance from the other territories settled by Croats a particular value.

Juraj Mulih, a Jesuit from Turopolje (1694-1754) discusses dance on several occa-
sions, and particularly refers to the dishonest, indecent, dangerous, valueless songs that
were sung. On dance74 in the work Poszel AposlOlski. in the chapter entitIedNavuk XCVIII,
od seste zapovedi Bozje (The Teaching XCVIII, from the Sixth Commandment of the
Lord), he forbids, among other things dancing (especially among young people, at night,
in taverns, inns and in other other dishonest or dangerous company) because dancing
and all those conditions that he mentions increase temptation and lead to sin.75J. Mulih
warns pregnant woman to stay away from dancing and jouncing because they are
hazardous for the health when giving medical advice in the Regule roditelov i drugih
staresih (Regulations of Parents and Other Elders).76

According to Nada Premrl's research, the first ball was organized in the mid-18th
century by Countess Maria nee Stubenberg, wife of banking official Ludvig ErdOdy. Itwas
a masked ball at carnival time and it was both a novelty and a breath of fresh air in the rather
modest social life in Zagreb. As always seems to be the case, these balls were publicly
condemned by some, and enthusiastically embraced and defended by others. The supporters
prevailed, so the balls were held not only at the home of the charming countess, but also in
the homes of other Zagreb noble families, at Magistrate Krajacic's house, in the Governor's
Palace on Mark's Square and even at the residence of the Archbishop on Kaptol. Dances
were the vogue.
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Count Antun Pejacevic built a house with a "ball room" atNo.1 Demetrova in 1796.77

Stanislav Sumarski, an officer from the military frontier zone, when describing the
warfare of the border fighters in Srijem, Banat and Slavonia, mentioned a carefree moment
in 1799 at the Kod Ziirrich tavern when the border fighters danced the ~aranac, lesu
momacko kolo, ketu~ and jastucic and the kolo na kat. Most of these dances are still
performed today by Slavonians, Baranians or the Backa Croats, and by the Vojvodina Serbs
as well.78 The description of the stylistic characteristics of these circle dances indicates that
they have not changed much to the present.

In 1789 news was published of"ladanje", or the processions of"ladarice" (singers and
dancers) around Zagreb. We find this in a contribution by Jesuit Antun Sabolovic to K. G.
Anton for his work Erste Linien eines Versuches iiber der aiten Slaven Ursprung ... The text
says the following: "Even in my day it was customary for girls to go around all of Zagreb
in choruses from house to house and in the singing one heard the frequent use of the words
- Lado, lado -lepoje, lado".79 This probably dates to the mid-18th century.

M. Reljkovic in his work Satir iliti divji covik (Satyr or Wild Man) sees in the
slavonsko kolo a negative social phenomenon in the second half of the 18th century. He is
of the opinion that the circle dance allows much too great a freedom, that the moral of young
people is undermined. Reljkovic compares the circle dance to a bacchanalia.so

The 19th Century

In the early 19th century, in 1802, we have news of entertainment among peasants in
continental Dalmatia, among the Morlaks. According to J. Lavalle, the Morlaks were
bursting with health. Their games expressed their strength and agility. They leapt over quite
high obstacles, ran with ease, they could heave a large rock quite far, and these were their
pastimes. They were fondest of dancing. This was their greatest passion and they threw
themselves into it with exaggerated abandon. They danced to the bagpipe or song. The dance
was in fact unusually high and extravagant jumping. The Morlaks danced in order to jump,
out of a need for movement, from a pleasure in large group movement. Exhaustion from a
long trip or hard work interfered in no way with this desire, the passion for the dance. And
when it looked as if they must rest, they dedicated several more hours to this pleasure.S!

B. Hacquet in his book on the southwestern and eastern Vendas and Slavs provides a
brief description of dancing at a wedding "Getanzt bei ihnen Hochzeiten wenig, und das bloB
koIlo, wobei die ganze Musik ein Dudelsack, Leier oder Schalmei ist". Under the first he has
the bagpipe in mind, under the second he means the tambura, lyre or vergl, while it remains
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unclear what he means for thethird instrument. This was probably a sopela (akind of flute)
like the salmaj, which we have no trace of, however, in Lika. Its distribution, however, in tlle
northern coastal area and northern islands permits the plausibility that it may have been
found in Lika, especially since along the Dinaric elements the Adriatic are also well
represented here. In both music and dance.82

We should add the important words on dance that V. RastevciC (alias Ante Starcevic)
published in Lika in 1845 under the title "Nesto pirnih obicajih u Lici" (Some Wedding
Customs in Lika). This article was reproduced in its entirety in the proceedings of
Ethnographic Research and Material II,Croatian National Ethnographic Museum in Zagreb,
1940. Here is one of the more important passages on dance: "At this time (during the call to
wedding, author's note) two best men must dance a circle dance around the bride, each is
given one kerchief ... the mother-in-law wait~ for her help and support in her old age (here
reference is to the daughter-in-law, author's note), impatiently holding a little child in her
lap by the great fire that burns amidst the house, around which the daughter-in-law taking
the babe from its new mother's lap takes three turns around ... The members of the household
join into the dance as they come, they dance around the fire and then on the threshing floor
until they can dance no longer, just as with the bride's father. .. (When the newlyweds are
taken to bed) the circle dance is rev ived once more - and it is joined by young girls and maids,
and even the elders do not forget to join in. The entire village is awakened, and they sing,
play, dance, grandmothers hop with hunched back, putting the 16-year-old girls to shame.
This game is intended to to make the turnips flourish and the hemp grow high.83

The description ofMorlakdance by Sime Lju bic from 1846 is quite detailed "The most
common dance found among the Morlaks is the kolo, and it is led to the singing of folk songs
and to the music of the bagpipe and pipe. This dance was not brought here by the Morlaks
when they settled the area, nor was it customary among the Slavic peoples; but they
embraced it... from the natives of the area, i.e. from the Illyrians who formerly inhabited these
regions, whose custom this was from the first days."85 The description of the circle dance
clearly points to the six-part dancing sti1l common in the Dinaric areas. Breton hinted at it
in 1816 when he wrote of the wedding customs among Dalmatians, saying that they are
similar to those of the Uskoks and Morlaks, and that the dance and music resemble those of
Lika.

In the 18th century, especially in the beginning of the 19th century, the central
European dance wave brought the Siebensehritt to this region, where it flourished in various
Pannonian zone dances (haj'd na levo for example) and in dances of the Alpine and Adriatic
zones (isla zena na gosti, taneaj, taneaj erni kos, setepaSi, kvatropas and so forth). It split
to become the Sehottiseh, with offshoots in local folklore such as theeotic, dva pasa, kolo
na dvi strane and others. It spread in its Scottish version as Sir Roger to this part of the
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world under the names of siroce, ja sam sirota, tri koraka sim, srdim se duio, jabucica,
and so forth.86

The Slavonian circle dance and other dances are discussed by Luka nic in his book
Narodni slavonski obicaji (Folk Siavonian Customs). They are both, especially the latter,
under the exceptional influence of the cardas.87

One of the key foreign influences on dance among the Croats and other peoples were
the Hungarian cardas dances. Many versions spread with dizzying speed to all sides of the
Pannonian plains and further. There was an especially strong influence on the entire Austro-
Hungarian territory. The wealth offigures, attractive music and the possibility of a full dance
experience made this dance the most popular in this area. It was spread by gypsies, music
boxes, programs at festivities, in both urban and rural environments. The Siebensehritt and
Sehottiseh which appeared somewhat earlier also exerted considerable influence on the
dance repertoire of the Croats in all the territories they inhabited except the Dinaric areas,
but are relegated to the background. The cardas assumes their role, and this persists to the
end of the century, when the polka begins to appear at first in parallel to thecardaS, and then
it takes over completely. Later many forms of these four dances held on in the dance
repertoire at balls among the Croat';, and they can easily be spotted even today.

The Ukrainian kolomejka had a somewhat weaker influence, in parallel with the
cardaS. Called the kala-majka it appears among the Dubrovnik kontra-danee in some of
the Sloven ian examples, but its structure, and partially its style, held on in the superb turn
of the prigorski drmeS. Perhaps the greatest influence, particularly in the Alpine and
Adriatic zones, was played by the mazurka which usually appears with its original name.

F. Arrigoni depicts a scene in a large painting (oil on canvas): the beginning of the road
through Mali Halan on Velebit, showing several circle dances from Lika. One can clearly
discern the posture of the dancers and the direction they move in, to the left. The event took
place on 4 October 1832.88

Ivan Milcetic presents material in writings from Medimurje on the Croatian Revivalist
Stjepan Mlinaric, whose information could date at the latest to 1834. In the section on
Plesanje (Dancing) Mlinaric writes: "A great strong urge is noticeable among these people
to dance. Two kinds of dance are in conflict. The kolo was forbidden several years ago; the
kalamajka is no longer popular, all that is left is the narodni - national which tl1ey dance
and the young girls blush, if they don't know German. And they are agile, and could dance
on any mulberry tree; but when Stefjoins in (the name of one musician from Prelog who
shares his delight with his brother, cymbals, bass, fiddle, prim and contravace and
somewhere a clarinet is added) then nothing can stop them. They dance first with little steps,
then suddenly right lively, until they have begun to perspire. Then a resounding drone brings
the music to a stop, and another dance commences (forro - or harom a tancz)". Then Mlinaric
describes the tane. From the description it is clear that this is a dance with couples. The
partners hold each other by one or both hands. The man turns the woman around under his
arm, they dance forward and back, and then he lets the woman go, slaps his hands along the
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decorations on his boots, and then he grabs her and lifts her up high into the air and the dance
is repeated three times. 89 We can glean quite a few valuable bits of information from this brief
description. Mlinaric mentions four important kinds of dance, saying that some were danced
by a mulberry tree, and that in the mid-19th century there were already stringed ensembles
with cymbals. When describing the tanc he provides information about slapping boot
decoration as is done today in the verbunkoSa.

Ivan Kukuljevic-Sakcinski recorded the song Dora i Franca in his manuscript
collection of IIlyrian folk songs in 1841, where there are details described of dancing in a
tavern. They are unusually fond of dancing, and usually do it to the accompaniment of
bagpipers.9o

Versions of the same songs can be found in the Ludbreg Songbook (roughly 1933), and
Vinko Zganec published it in 1924, recorded in Belica.91

Between 1800 and 1880 there is abundant information on the entertainment life in
Dubrovnik. House parties included theater performances, especially at weddings. In the
middle of the house there was usually a large room where parties and balls were held, usually
with a limited number of guests. New dances were introduced from abroad. The menuet was
no longer danced, but old Dubrovnik dances such as the monferina, rusa, gorka, povirusa
and majka Mara were still danced.92 O. Vandja Kuzmic recorded certain examples of
kontradanc at the turn of the century. Under the common name of "Contradanza croatto"
he brought recordings of the dances poviruscia and majka Mara. This was also the period
when thekontradanc in two rows began to tum into the kvadrilje. The dancers stood at the
corners of a square. On Mayday the Druzina decorates a may pole, and around it they
perform "the circle dance and other folk dances". The authorities aid the Druzina and fine
the members of fraternities who do not take part in the dances. The young people had to dance
a circle dance before the Rector's residence, as their ancestors did before them.93

In the early 19th century the Korcula mOl"eSkadancers performed in Istanbul, and the
moreska and cerchiate were performed throughout Dalmatia. This was the case in 1818 on
the Split Peristyle during Emperor Francis' visit94, again in 1822 in Split, Trogir and Hvar95,

and again in Split and Hvar, and then in Split in 1838 and 186196• There is one instance
mentioned in 1869 when the dances were performed in Sinj, Zadar and Split97, but we have
much earlier word of this from Zadar, accompanied by detailed commentary. Although the
moreska was performed in Zadar by Italians, KragJski Dalmatin writes an interesting note
on the moreska performed in 1807 which says: "After that on the square that was in the

89 Ivan Milcetic, "Hrvatski prilozi iz Mcdimurja i okolice grada Soprona 1. Jedan hrvatski preporoditelj iz
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M.H. 192: 7-8.
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middle the ancient dance of the Moreska was shown. This dance brings to mind several
amusing opinions of the old times and from the Middle Ages, such as the Tanec piriski (),
the cavalries of Arabian Spain, the military dances of the Crusaders on the way back from
Palestine. After this dance there were folk dances which were given for the Craftsmen and
Townspeople on the folk holidays, but also for events such as this one".98Clearly Croats were
leading this circle dance, and he speaks even more clearly on the subject in 1813 when he
says of a circle dance: "Many people create a chain holding each other by the hands or
kerchiefs. At a certain moment the dance begins, it moves through the streets of the cities and
villages creating various figures that consist of linking the leaders of the chain dances, in
passing under an arch formed by the dancers' hands and so forth. The dance is often different
when it is danced by women alone. A man stands at the head of the chain which is linketl by
a kerchief that is held in the hand for one link. It was danced only by peasants on squares,
and often, as is the case with Greek dance, the dancers came onto the main city streets and
danced down them. I do not know what the dancing in theaters used to be like. Itmight have
been a dance with figures that was danced for the carnival in halls of Slavic company" .99 The
more~ka was performed in Zadar once again in 181 pooand in 1813 (mentioned above) for
the liberation of Zadar from the French and the entrance of Austrian troops headed by
General Tomasic. On that occasio.n the kolo described above took place.101 The morclka
was further performed in Zadar in 1818, and in 1846 a brochure was printed by the Battara
Bros. Printing Press on the more~ka. That same year two more~ka dances were held, and
the Zadar moreSka dancers visited Trieste. It was performed once again in 1866 and 1869.

At this point it became popular to record folk songs, including those sung in
accompaniment to circle dancing. In 1819, ilccording to J. Ravlic, there was an attempt in
Dalmatia to collect local folk songs and melodies in an organized fashion, but the attempt
failed for lack of people trained in recording melodies.102

Mihovil Pavlinovic, however, did manage to amass considerable material, and many
poems are recorded specifically as circle dance songs, or they follow texts identical to those
preserved in the circle dance of various parts of Croatia, practically to the present.103

Stjepan Sremac, in his article "Pies u suvremenim folklornim obicajima u Hrvatskoj"
(Dance in Contemporary Folklore Customs in Croatia) is right in concluding: "In general the
historical data on dancing in the region between the Sava and Drava rivers are scarce", as
are traces of old knowledge of the former dance custom~. We have mentioned information
on dancing in Zagreb in the 18th century as published by NadaPremrl (see note #77). A house
built by Count Antun Pejacevic was sold in 1803 to Count Emilijan Kulmer, and in 1807 to
Count Amade who held the performances of travelling theater in the spacious ballroom,
along with balls. S. Sremac, when commenting Premrl' s information, notes how the middle
class in the early 19th century took upon themselves the organization of entertainment. New
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Archery Grounds were built in Tuskanac. In 1846 the Illyrians purchased the Karl Draskovic
palace on Opaticka Street and transformed it into a National Center for the cultural,
entertainment and political life of Zagreb. A year earlier, in 1845, Hungarian sympathizers
had leased the hall at No.1 Demeu'ova and had turned it into a Casino, to counter the Illyrian
National Center. According to N. Premrl, balls were held only during carnivals.I04

Following Sremac's article we learn that the main organizers of balls during the
Revival (Preporod) period were lawyers and archers, and the informer used for this theme,
Du bravka Frankovic, says that carnival dances were organized so that patriotic fervor would
be the subject of the carnival. 105

The National Revival (1835-1850) made special contributions to collecting and
applying Croatian folklore. Vraz, Gaj and other members of this movement compiled
questionnaires, urged the collection of folklore material, and did so themselves. Croatian
songs and dances, and "lllyrian" in general were opposed to Hungarian, Italian and other
foreign ones. Songs were composed in folk mode, and circle dances much like Croatian
peasant ones were created. LivadiC's call to action "Jos Hrvatska ni propala" (Croatia Has
Not YetFallen) spread with unbelievable speed and is still on the dance repertoire in some
parts of Croatia as the hryatski tanac or old polka. The same melody can be found in
Slovenian dance lore, such as in the trojka in Prekomurje.106 IlIyrian Revivalist women wore
folk costumes are created their dance garb in folk style for balls. The nucleus of similar
tendencies actually predates the National Revival. For example, when Francis I visited
Zagreb in 1818, young noblemen dressed in folk costume sang and danced the kolo to the
music of folk song Zaspal Janko, to lyrics by Bishop Maksimilijan Vrhovac. A record of
this was found by Fr. Kuhac in the papers "Plessopiszen" at a Koprivnica monastery.l07

Along with the tricolors and the coat of arms, national elements cropped up in dance
music as well, for the yaleer (waltz), polka, galopa and mazurka. 18th century dances were
still pelformed as well, however, such as the menuet (minuet), cottillon and quadrilla
(quadrille). Due to its non-Slavic origins, the yalcer was the focus of criticism, but it
adapted to the patriotic euphoria because it was danced to Croatian melodies. Count Jurica
Orsic who gave this command said that "patriotism was satisfied, yet the Walzer was
danced". The narodno kolo (or folk circle dance) was also danced. Danica iIirska reports,
in 1840: "Great attention was awakened by a group of costumed people dressed in folk attire,
who were led into the hall by bagpipe players, and accompanied by the regular clapping of
hands they performed a folk circle dance".108This was evidently a group from the northern
or probably the northwestern parts of Croatia, where the bagpipe was the most common
accompaniment to a circle dance.

One document dispatched to Krizevac stated that at the carnival dance "a folk dance,
almost entirely forgotten by all, the kolo was danced, if not with the greatest authenticity,
at least with general clapping of hands and to the great delight of all it was performed in a
lively way."109

104 N. Prcmrl, op.cit. 70: 6
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S. Sremac mentions a fact recorded about 1838 by LA.Brlic and published in 1885 by
his son Ignjatije in the booklet Uspomene n3 stari Brad (Reminiscences of Old Brod). Brlic
writes on the carnival dance: "There is usually one dance along every street, on the bridges,
on every saint's da y, Th ursday and Sunda y from the Three Kings' to the las t carnival Sunday,
and during the last week there was dancing every day, without bagpipes, tamburas or musical
instruments, with singing only. And then the costumed dancers gathered, and they danced
each of them in the dance; the dance was usually of young girls or maids without boys
dancing, and finally the boys would mix in and the dance would proceed with more spirit.
The kolo is still danced in Brod, not on every street but rather at two or three places
throughout the town, and only in the last carnival week. Even today the kolo songs are sung,
but instead of the good old-fashioned kolo songs, all you hear are new-fangled vacuous
songs sung to those arias". Among the later references to the kolo, Brlic mentions the kolo
with song, and the bagpipes, while as the most recent instrumentation he mentions the drum
and flute. Clearly this is a type of small zurna, or as they are called even today in Banija, the
gypsy (ciganjska) flute. The duetof musicians wasJozoLuic Ciganin and his daughter Mara.
The music they played was called rakocina and Mara played the drum until 1830.110

The celebration of folk-consciousness prevailed even after the Revival and lasted with
considerable intensity into the second half of the 19th century. In cities special Croatian kolo
dances were composed, and cetvorke take the place of the foreign kvadrilja (quadrille)
which is French and English in origin. Dance orchestras began to lean decidedly towards the
tambura. The Croatian orchestra became synonymous with tamburitza playing even in
Dalmatia where it clashed with Italian mandolin groups, as it did with Hungarian fiddlers in
northern Croatia. The abovementioned fashion novelty of the cardas was replaced by the
drmes, the hrvatski tanec and the tanec.

Stjepan Sremac has written a major work on the hrvatski tanec, drmeS, cardaS and
the origin of the drmes.111 We have taken two facts from this article, each of which will be
later dealt with in detail. The thoughts I bring forth on the same issue stem from an earlier
period, independent of Sremac's article. The cardas in smaller circles or groups of four
replaces the kolo. Change is more likely to occur in the name, melody, accompaniment and
added lyrics, than in the actual structure of the dance. In certain dances one can clearly
discern the structure of the cardas even today. In some of the versions of the krcki tanac
in groups of three it is entirely identical to figures of the trojni cardas. For example, in the
tanac fromPag Island, Kolan or Novalja, one can not only discern a kind of card as, but the
steps, even the style, are the same. Much the same can be said for certain forms of the drmes
and kolo in northern Croatia. As to the tallac, the one from Krk, for example, even the
costume has been adapted to the cardas; it resembles the Hungarian costume, and the skirt
is tailored so that it spreads as bell-like as possible while the dancer moves. It would be hard,
however, without analysis of dance structure, to draw an analogy between the Hungarian and
Krk dance. The sound of the sopilas (a pair of large and small single flutes), the rhytllmic
structure of some of the added figures, especially the style, are emphasize the difference
between the two dances. As is the case in similar situations, the music and stylistic features
of an earlier tradition usually predominate over incumbent novelty. However a sharp eye will

110 Ibid: 3,4 and 5.
Stjepan Srcmac, "0 hrvatskom lancu, drIllcSu, cardasu iporijeklu dnncsa", Narodna umjClnosl, Zagreb, 1983,
vol. 20: 57 -54.
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note the identical structure shared by the two dances. And Fr. Kuhae had just such a sharp
eye. He collected songs, circle and other dances, and judging by the commentary that he
appended to them, he is certainly the first Croatian ethnochoreologist. He records the many
forms of the hrvatski tanac, among other things, and places them in a clear relation to the
forms of cardas: The people want to be completely free in their dances. You can take from
them, in that sense, but you musn't add anything ... "I don't want to know how it is danced
in Hungarian". This shows - in my opinion - a certain national pride, something truly Slavic
that strives to be indigenous, a world unto itself, and that cares not to adopt from other worlds,
while at the same time it would not have anything foreign imposed".112 In spite of this, in his
descriptions of some of the dances Kuhae places special emphasis on their similarity to the
cardas. He is angered by this: "The hrvatski tanac from Samobor is danced almost exactly
as tlle Hungarian csardas is, and therefore one can not even know which people it originally
belonged to. It is the main dance among the Croatian Kajkavians, and there are regions here
where they hardly know the kolo at all. The tanac, however, is also danced on the northern
Croatian coast and in Slavonia, but one finds other forms of the kolo and other dances there
as well". In the accompaniment, none too pure, of the Samobor gusla players he picked up
a hint of .los Hrvatska, the call to action, in the dance, which does appear in the tanac from
time to time, even today.114He was particularly irate with the people of Medimutje and
Podravina because they danced the hrvatski tanac "exactly as ifit is a HungariancardaS".114
Except for providing a breakdown of dances into new, medium-old and old, Kuhac
classifies them according to location, music and stylistic features, into the: sigre odrasle
mladeZi (dance games of young people), muska (male) or junacka (heroic) kola, zenska
(female), kola poskocnice - hopping dances (saljiva -joking, or vesela - lively kolo) and
the pIes or tanac. For each of these categories he gives he provides clear characteristics and
current folk dances are easily categorized according to KuhaC's classification. For certain
dances he provides background on distribution, the occasion upon which the dance was
performed, magical and ritual meaning, the way the dance is Jed, and a description of the
dance leader, transformation of dance customs, interpretation of dance terms, and in some
he provides a description of dance steps. He places special stress on the social role of the
dance, the freedom and democratic role it plays, the equal standing of all participants. He
records a large number of dance melodies, their texts and provides all versions he can find
in the southern Slavic territory including Bulgaria. He uses older records, for example those
of Luka Ilie, MihoviJ Pavlinovie, Vuk Vreevic, Ferdo Rusan, Kukuljevie-Sakcinski and
others. He wrote a special piece called" PIes i plesovna glazba" (Dance and Dance Music) 115,
andinan issueofVienac, 1872, he describes the "Dvoransko kolo" ofDubrovnikcanon Dure
Feric, Ivan Gundulie and lefta Popovie.116

His explanation of the origin of the dvoransko kolo in two figures is quite worthwhile.
In Kuhac's interpretation the dvoransko kolo was choreographed in 1841 by Marko
Bogunovie, a senior officer of the Krajina Brod Brigade. He arrived in Zagreb in the name
of the committee regulating the Sava River waters, and with him he brought this dance. "The

112 Fr. S. Kuhac, op.cit. 15: 319-320.
Fr. S. Kuhai':, op.cit. 15: 347.
Ibid: 335.
Kuhac's correspondence, INV no. 1691: 13.
Fr. Kuhac, op.cit. 15: 252.
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younger men and women in the Revivalist Movementrequested that he teach them this kolo.
Bogunovic and his comrade Hreljanovic were delight.ed to comply. And when Bogunovic
heard that our IIlyrial1s wanted to learn the hrvatsko kolo, for he had called his the kolo
slavonsko, he composed his own hrvatsko kolo. Each kolo (one in 2/4 and the oilier in 3/
4 time) had only two figures, and each consisted of an adaggio and an allegro. Bogunovic
gave Lisinski the music for the firstfigure of theslavonsko kolo in notes as Gavro Jakopovic
claims, that the manager of the military band composed on the basis of Bogunovic' s singing
and whistling. Lisinski composed the first music for the hrvatsko kolo, and only for one of
the figures, for if each of the koJos had two figures, these two figures were danced to the same
music. The slavonsko and hrvatsko kolo were first performed at a folk festivity held at the
Archery Ground on 27 January 1842, each of the dances was arranged for orchestra, it seems,
by Chaplain Kirchofer, since he inst[umentalized the waltzes that Lisinski composed for the
occasion.117Ljudevit Vukotinovic referred to the gala held at the Archery Grounds in Danica
and noted that these dances lack in folk color. Kuhac continues: "Due to this fully founded
complaint, Bogunovic, Hrelj al10vic and Gavro Jakopovic all agreed, and came up with seven
figures for the slavonsko koJo and six figures for the hrvatsko kolo in the mode of other
conversation dances. Lisinski then composed different music for each figure."118

In S. Sremac's paper, when interpreting D. FrankoviC's work, the author presents and
names individual figures, but there are only six per kolo. The hrvatsko kolo performed in
1843 had Naklon (bow), Venac (wreath), Lanac (chain), Zvezda (star), Burma (wed-
ding ring), Mesec (moon) while the slavonsko kolo had Osmica (figure of eight), Zvezda
(star), Karika (link), Oblica, Tociljalka (sliding or skating), Prolaz (passing through).
Both are dances performed in 1848 at the Lawyer's Carnival Ball in Zagreb.

In his work "Pies i plesovna glazba", Kuhac presents in an interesting manner his
premise on the influence of sociopolitical circumstances on the formation of individual
dances, proving even more that he is the first Croatian ethnochoreologist. "Dance does not
merely convey the spirit and disposition of a people, but also its politics. Each new political
undercurrent produces a new form of dance".120KuhaC's premise is proven after his death
with the appearance of dances such as the radikalka, kraljevo kolo, partisan dances and
others. Kuhac also dwelton the history of dance: "In the Middle Ages, when the powers-that-
be demanded limited intelligence from the self's in order to protect vested interests, dance
was transformed into a kind of illness, into some sort of political nonsense. Half the world
was dancing the pies svetoga Vida, vrzino kolo.l21 The vrzino kolo or witch's dance has
survived in Slavonia to the present, for instance as the dance ej grisce plandoviSce.122 The
question is, whether the remains of tarantism, shaking with the whole body, such a
prominent part of the pies svetoga Vida are visible today in the drmes and drobnicica,
drmaciva, dances of the Pannonian and Alpine zones.

117 Fr. S.Kuhac, Valroslav Lisinski i njcgovo doba, Zagreb, 1887: 29. Quoted from S, Sremac "Franjo S. Kuhac,
zapisivac narodnih plesova", Zbomik radova JAZU, Zagreb 1984: 211.

Ibid.
119 N. Premrl, op.cit.: 7.

Fr. S. Kuhac, PIes i plcsovna gIazba, Zagreb, 1893: 3. Quoted from S. Sremac, op.cit. 103.

Ibid.: 6.
122 Ivan Ivancan, Narodni piesovi Hrvalske I, Savez muzickih drn~tava Hrvatske, Zagreb, 1956: 41.
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In his article on Croatian dance, S. Sremac provides information from Sisak quoting
Arthur Evans, English archeologist and travel writer.123

Upon entering an inn, he and his company found tJlemselves "amidst a Croatian
festivity; an orchestra of four men was playing, tJle tamboura and tambourica were ringing,
and everything was accompanied by a strange movement, twisting and thumping. They were
performing a dance they call the cardas, the Germans call the Kroatisch, and the Croats
claim to have learned it from the Hungarians. The dance is perfornled by women, but many
aggressive men pushed into the dance ... Any multiple of six and two can dance. So there were
six Croatian girls lined up in two groups of three." It is interesting to note that there was a
similar dance, except the grou ps consisted offour girls each, recorded twenty years or so ago
in Lika called the hrvatski orm iSnjaca.l24 Evans proceeds to say that there were other circle
dances at the Sisak inn where men danced as well. They were different for their "rhythm,
shaking and frequent shouts of comic inteljections".

There are more detailed accounts of dancing in 19th century Dubrovnik, especially
dances related to the celebration of the St. Blasius saint's day. "It is time to go to the theater,
where the parish stubborn poskocica alternates with the Viennese waltz and the retained
kadrilj (quadrille). On the edge of the stage sits the Lindo, a man from Zupa and strums
the lyre; that is tJle popular orchestra; he props up the lijerica (lyre) with his left leg while
he pounds out the rhythm on the floor with his right foot; he pounds out the brief motif in
full harmony. The lyre does occasionally stop, but the Lindo keeps up by beating on his
instrument with his hand; it is a joke of his and anyone who isn't used to it thinks tllat the
dance is done; the dancers he fools stop dancing, and everyone stumbles over them, and
they'd come over and beat up the Lindo if he didn't start strumming the lyre again".125The
Dubrovnik nobility held as many as three parties during Carnival time, and they usually
ended with dancing.126 Tradesmen and the lower level citizenry held dances and balls in
private homes at Carnival time, and later, when many newcomers moved to Dubrovnik,
kavalkins and veljuns opened in inns.127 Kavalkins were held until fifty years ago
throughout Dalmatia. On St. Thomas' Day a great Konavle fair used to be held in
Dubrovnik.128, and the Du brovnik ladies would prepare with their spravljenice (maids)
what were called sprave, dancing parties. These were usually in Konavle.129 The kontra-
dance are still danced with a chamber string orchestra, which later gave birth to the cetvorke,
quadrille. They danced the ragusea, pm'irllsa, kala-majka, slevaca, majka Marll, la
barcoJa and the pobjeda. All the music recordings are presented by Kuhac.130 As far as
village dance is concerned, there are two watercolors dated 1892 in the Marticcheni family

123 Arthur Evans, Pjcsicc kro7.Bosnu i I {crccgoviflu lOkom uSlaflka augusta i scptembra 1875, revised edition,
Vesclin Maslesa, Sarajevo 1973: 110-111. Original publishcd in London, 1877. Quoted from S. Srcmac,
op.cit. 97.
1. Ivancan, op.cit. 1
1. ilersa, op.cit. 79: 118-120.
Ibid.: 126 and 127.

Ivan J-[ristijan see Engel, Povijest dubrovackc rcpublikc, Trdnslatcd, annotatcd and revised by Ivan can.
Stojanovi6, second edition, Dubrovnik 1922: 363.
Ibid.: 433-423.
Ivan can. Stojanovic, Dubrovacka knjilcvnost, Srpska dubrovacka akademska omladina, Dubrovnik 1906:
110.
Fr. S. Kuhar, op.cit. 15: 366.
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archive. One shows a Konavle folk dance to the bagpipe, and the other an aristocratic dance,
the third dance of the Zupa residents to the lyre.l3l

Aside from the abovementioned collectors of the national folklore tradition, Ljudevit
Kuba holds a special place. He traveled through middle and southern Dalmatia. His
observations on dance in the continental part of Dalmatia are particularly interesting. He
notes that city dances did flourish well here because the musical automat hadn't been
accepted yet. Kuba distinguishes the small Slavonian shaking from the high Dalmatian
leaping. He is the first to mention heterorhythmics between dance and the accompanying
song. He is the first to mention Dinaric six-part dancing and improper military commanding
instead of dance prompting, which appeared in some parts of continental Dalmatia, while
only recently it was still seen at fairs in the Imotska region.132

In Split, Zadar and Sinj in the second half of the 19th century they were still dancing
the moreska, and one such instance is described by V. Radica in 1897 in the magazine
Gimnastika, mentioning that the same dance as he describes was also performed in the first
half of the 19th century on Vis.133

The Korcula kumpanija has held on to present, as have the Lastovo pokladarsko
kolo, sword or saber dances much like the cerchiate mentioned above which was also
danced with bows. The kumpanija or mostre as it is called on Korculaeven today, the
mostra or pIes od boja are mentioned in 1897 for the first time. Petar Kunicic described
them quite exhaustively.134 Kunicic also mentions the blaski tanac as a dance inevitably
performed after the sword dance. The Lastovo pokladarsko kolo is of the same Carnival
type. One fact tells us how the people of Lastovo changed their iron swords for wooden
sabers after an incident in 1866, when rowdy revellers attacked gendarmes with their swords.

In 19th century Istria the dances of the Croats and Italians were completely distinct, as
they still are today. And musical instruments accompanying the dance were different. At
weddings they danced the diabolezza and the grossvatertanz, otherwise the ecossaisen-
tour (sotiS), an ordinary folk dance, and the most popular at that time, the forlana, similar
to the cotillon.135 The dance game called the baUo di cariega is also found here.136

Interestingly enough not a single writer mentions the balon, though it is undoubtedly the
most widespread, popular and important dance of the Istrian Croats. The great popularity
of the furlana and its semblance to the balon leads us to believe that the balon may have
been danced at some earlier time under a different name or names, which may be why
chroniclers make no mention of it. The kolovoda with a cane 138 may have been taken from
the cotillon, while quite a few of the figures may have come from the tanac, called the
hrvaski during the Revival period. As the liindler and dreher caught on, from Austria
southward, Istrians caught on to new dances easily, because the hrvaski gave them a good
basis to learn from. The old dance in two facing lines changed its spatial form (as happened

131 Op.cit. 11, tables 58, 57 and 56.
132 Ljudevit Kuba, "Narodna glazbena umjctnost u Dalmaciji", zr...ZO, vol. IV, Zagreb 1899: 172.

Vjckoslav Radica, "Moreska -Igra u macevanju", Gimnastika, no. 2,1897 and continued in nos. 4 and 5, 1897.
Pctar Kunici6, Kumpanija iJili druzba narodno bojni pIes, Tiskara Antuna Scholza. Zagreb 1897.
Ivan Ivancan, Istarski narodni p/csovi, Institut za narodnu umjctnost, Zagrcb 1963: 18.
Ibid.
Ibid.: 18-19.
Ibid.: 19.
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with counterdances that transformed into fours, i.e. couples lined up in a circle, which was
not foreign to Istrian dance folklore. And some new spinning was accepted which had its
basis in the hrvaski spinning. The prebir, an old figure, held on, producing an attractive
figurative dance. This is probably why it spread so far. The names kolo, korak and drmes
appear, but they only contain a fragment of the balon.

The first instructors of social dancing began to arrive. First Alojzije Deperis came from
Trieste in 1842, and then after the period of Bach Absolutism Baron Ambroz Vraniczany
invited Pietro CoroneIIi, dance teacher at the Rijeka Naval Academy to come to Zagreb and
instruct his daughter Klotilda in dance. In 1860 CoroneUi opened a dance school at the
Archery Grounds on Tuskanac where he worked until his death in 1902. His work was
continued until 1965 by his daughters Elvira and Bianka139• In the late 19th century the main
organizers of elite dances were the Red Cross Society, Kolo (Croatian Singing Society),
Sokol, Sveto Savska Besjeda, The Plitvice Lakes Improvement Society, and so forth. The
major dances were held in the Sokol and Kolo buildings, and the most elite ball was at the
Croatian Music Hall, built in 1875. Franjo Bucar describes one such elite balI.I40

The 20th Century

European fashion innovation spread with increasing speed to the dance repertoire
among Croats. New dances formed, older ones were transformed.

The re-activated Siebenschritt had a growing influence on the dance repertoire of the
Alpine and Adriatic zones. The consequences of its split became increasingly evident and
with it the derivates Schottisch and polka continued to develop independently and exist in
parallel in growing numbers of variants. In Croatia this split acquired particular forms and
regional spread.

We have already discussed how the Schottisch first split off from the Siebenschritt,
and then in the late 19th century the polka developed from the Schottisch. It experienced
unheard of expansion in its own right, more than any other dance before.

All three dances exist for couples as well, sometimes identical in dance to the original
from Middle Europe141• But, aside from this they already transformed as dances of couples,
but exerted a powerful influence on the circle dance, particularly on its rhythmic structure.
The circle dances sometimes took over parts of the melody of the music accompaniment, and
rarely even the texts used for dances with cou pIes. This is particularly true in the Alpine and
Adriatic dance zones. The style of the old circle dance did not, however, change too radically .
The tradition was the most consistent here.

The typical Siebenschritt is the Slavonian dance hajd na levo, but completely in
Slavonian style. Furthermore the famous polka three-step, two eights followed by a fourth
note, is prestylized in the older where two eights follow the fourth note. The variant from the
Pozegaregion, however, has a polka three-step, as does the one from Daruvar called the seka
Persa. The same can be said for the zavrzana circle dance from Pozega. The Lika hajd na

\4\

\39 Ibid.: N. Premrl, op.cit. 70: 9-10.
Ibid.: 10-11.
1. Ivanean, op.cit. 76.
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lijevo is only partially performed in a circle dance, because its other part is danced in couples.
This is also true of the circle dance u zoru prid zoru from Hvar Island, although there they
have the Siebenschritt in classic couple form called the cetiri pasa. Tancaj, tancaj crni
kos from Croatian Zagorje is danced in a circle, or combined with couples. In its transfor-
mations, the Siebenschritt often repeats its first or second part or both, each separately. This
is the case with the hill region circle dance zenil se je sirotek. And the famous seljancica
may have derived from the Siebenschritt.

Either directly or through Schottisch variants such as the sir Roger and the cardaS,
of which some of the variants can be traced back to the Schottisch, it has influenced the
formation of some circle dances, mostly in the Pannonian zone. These are Slavonian circle
dances such as the dere, eire, stig\o pismo iz Bosne and the cetvorka Taraban, which is
found beyond Slavonia as well, is also a Schottisch, but with repetition of the first and
second parts, each separately. There are several variants of the Podravina circle dance lepa
Anka kolo vodi and the Baranja dance jabucice which was danced in threes.

The influence of the polka is difficult to follow, in part because its three-s tep was found
in the two earlier dances, while the Schottisch is occasionally called the old polka. Aside
from this the polka absolutely dominated balls at the tum of the century and the first three
decades of the 20th century. It was performed in countless versions. The term polkati (to
polka) was used instead of tancati (to dance). The Slavonian circle dance poskakanac
consists exclusively of polka three-steps. Itwas adopted by many of the early Dinaric circle
dances, including the licko and various Dalmatian and Hercegovinian dances. The polka
three-step infiltrated into the drmes, both from Podravina and Prigorje, as well as into other
circle dances in the Pannonian zone. Quite visible, and occasionally decisive, is the
transformation of what was formerly three-part prebiranje in Adriatic dances, to three-step
prebiranje of the polka, such as in the paski tanac, pelje ki and certain versions from Krk
Island.

Numerous variants of the polka itself appear separately on the dance inventory at
balls, and their sections are interpolated into old circle dances. The Spitzbaum-polka with
beating feet upon the floor, clapping and wagging fingers has left clear traces in a number
of couples dances, but also in Slavonian circle dances: tape, tapse, tapacica, papucica,
Lenka, the Podravina circle dance postajale cure oko kola, the Bilogorjeslavuj vice. The
Kreutzpolka is a version in folk couples dancing or the pre-war paIaisglais, and with it is
application in dances called paraglajz, paradajz, djevojacko or zita, in folk dances in
threes such as todore or the lunajde. The galop infiltrated folk dances such as the sicilijana
or viviliona while it is the introductory figure in the poskocica from Konavle. The suSter-
polka was preserved in the Podravina grizlica, the repa from Croatian Zagorje and
Posavina.

The greatest influence of all the three-step dances on Croatian folklore, particularly in
the Alpine and somewhat in the Adriatic dance regions, was exerted by the mazurka and the
varSavljanka. Almost all dances with similar names stem from these, particularly local
ones such as the propada se pod on Hvar Island.

***
With the migration of population, and for other reasons, elements of the six-part

Dinaric dancing began to spread beyond the borders of the Dinaric dance zone. It appears
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particularly in Istria and Podravina, such as the vuzmeno kolo. M. Gavazzi interprets the
great popularity of Easter dances as due to the beginning of the dance season, i.e. dancing
circle dances after Lent. This is also true of Medimurje, Slavonia and Podravina, while it is
also the beginning of circle dancing time in Dalmatia.142 In the Adriatic zone there is a
twofold acceleration of the old six-part circle dance through song and music, so the circle
dance and dances acquire a three-part form. This is true of the kola poskocice (linda)in the
greater Dubrovnik vicinity, and certain other Adriatic dances such as the trauline from the
Sibenik coastal area, the postoline from the Zadar archipelago and an occasional figure in
the Pag Island tanac.

In various parts of Croatia, folk dances and folk customs fulfilled different social
functions.

In the Pannonian and in part in the Dinaric dance zones, the circle dances was a public
tribunal where many events from the life of the village, region, state or world were analyzed
and criticized. The circle dance was not, therefore, marked only by dance and choreographi-
cal elements, but the name of the entire gathering. The songs and hopping lyrics spoke of
village circumstances and mishaps, about love, father, mother, mother-in-law, landowners,
priests, political and social events. Verses were improvized at the drop of a hat, and thoughts
expressed freely with no fear of dire consequences. Many people of various ages gathered
for the circle dance. They came not only to see what could be seen, but also to hear about the
latest goings on. Everything that we learn from the modern information sources today, from
the newspapers, radio and television, used to be heard in the circle dance. Of course modern
information media can not replace the news specific to a single village.

The circle dance played an especially major selectional role in the Dinaric dance zone.
One chose one's partner in marriage in the dance. This is why the most festive clothing was
donned for the dance, hair was long combed, every detail was carefully arranged. This is why
dances were rehearsed so carefully. The circle dance was the place where young people got
to know each other, where the first amorous glances were exchanged, the first dates made.
A special chosing dance regulated the relations between boys and girls. The longjumped and
exhausting dance was a test of physical endurance for the girls. The weaker ones had to hang
many more coins on their clothes, or, today, wads of cash, in order to compensate for their
physical weakness. Until World War Two one could still find maiden fairs in the Dinaric
regions, more rarely in Pannonia. The only remnant today can be found in names of
individual religious holiday fairs such as zagledac, probirac and podmorac. At this last,
as the name itself suggests, the girl had to be chosen. Entrance to the circle dance was a sign
that a girl had come out and that a boy had come of age, and that they were ready for
marriage, that the girl had prepared a dowry. Until the eldest sister joined the kolo and
married, the younger girls were not allowed near the dance.

More in the Alpine region than elsewhere, the wedding dance had, and still has, the
function of collecting material support for a new family. Payment for the bridal dance, the
dance for the bride's stolen slipper, or the custom of looking to see whether the bride is lame
or not, all brought the newlyweds considerable financial support. The circle dance around
the bride's dowry chest in Konavle and the tossing of gifts onto itis also a version of this kind
of help. The practical benefit of collecting gifts is reflected in earlierrites of various revellers,
paraders, etc.

142 M. Gavazzi, op.cit. 1: 39.
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In the Adriatic dance zone, and partially outside of it, four types of ball could be found.
Some of them have persisted to the present. The oldest are the kola na trgovima, in open
spaces for a holiday, usually religious. Refreshments were brought out into the square, and
sometimes even food. This was usually a gift of the church Of village heads. Sometimes the
dance was lead by paid pivci, pivaci (singers), as in Novi Vinodolski. Chronologically these
are followed by dances organized by societies or clubs of young men, the socije, socijetade,
kumpanije and so forth. They secured the premises and hired musicians. There were several
groups in each village who would compete to see who could draw more girls to their dance.
The third group were the paid dances called the kavalkine, ferme and so forth. They were
organized by an innkeeper, he would hire the musicians, and would charge an entrance fee,
as well as selling food and drink. Even each dance was paid, in some cases. The more affluent
peasants, especially those with many daughters, held such dances. The final group were
called svecani plesovi (festive balls), by invitation only. They were held in grand halls by
political, cultural and educational, athletic, fire-brigade and other organizations. Such balls
are held even today. In the club and later festive balls there was social, and later fierce
political polarization; unrest broke out, fights, followed by police prohibitions. Along with
social polarization, i.e. different gatherings for peasants and the "gentry", class polarization
appeared on Brae for the first time before World War One. In Selce and PuCisce there were
separate dances for the stonecarvers working in the quarry - the artists.

***
Traditional village art was growing progressively important. Preparations were made

for stage peli"ormance.143 The Croatian Peasant Party (Hrvatska seljaeka stranka) and its
cultural and educational organization Peasant Unity (Seljacka Sloga) devoted special
attention to this. Stjepan Radic, then the Minister of Education, approved of a plan in 1925
for holding peasant performances at the National Theater. The same year, peasant Stjepan
Novosel from Bukovac prepared a staging of folk customs for "amateur actors' assembly of
Croatian peasant falcons" in Remete called "Badnje vecer"(Christmas Eve), "0 Jurjevu"
(On St. George's Day) and "Prigorska svadba" (Prigorje Wedding). The peasant performers
gave the "Christmas Eve" performance first in the Croatian Music Hall, and then they gave
"Prigorje Wedding" in the Croatian Falcon Club on Fijanova St. After the Wedding was
successful, it was shown in April at the National Theater. Peasant Unity had it printed up as
a small book. Special attention was also dedicated to choruses, and in June the first "Review
of Croatian Singing Societies". By the second review, in 1927, the society was performing
its own original, unadapted folk songs, while wearing folk costume. This was continued,
with interruptions, until 1929, when the work of Peasant Unity was forbidden with the onset
of the DictatorShip of the Sixth of January. The turning point was in 1935, when Peasant
Unity was reinstated, reinstating in turn the Folklore Review, with insistence on singing
unadapted songs. Groups fromJasenovac andSunjadanced their circle dances, making 1935
the year of the first staged dance folklore. A proposal was made to establish the contours of
future reviews. After 1937 the review was officially called the Review of Croatian Peasant
Culture. Only unadapted songs were performed, and the amountof dancing, games, customs

143 Stjepan Sremac, "Smotra folklora u Hrvatskoj nckad idanas", Narodna umjetnost, Zagreb 1978, vol. 15: 97-
120.
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and music increased. The inclusion was urged of more elderly people and children, and
smaller, regional reviews were also organized. From 1935 to 1940 a total of eight Zagreb
reviews and about 150 regional ones were held. The focus was on presentation of elements
of the older cultural tradition, providing incentive for the renovation of forgotten dances,
songs and customs, with the slogan: the Croatian peasant movement renovates earlier
Croatian folk culture and on its foundations creates the new! Many experts got involved in
the work on renovation, including ethnologists Milovan Gavazzi and Branimir Bratanic,
musicians Zlatko GrgoseviC, Rudolf Matz, Bozidar Sirola and others.

The pre-war reviews included field work. Professional ethnologists were joined in this
task by amateurs, lovers offolk art. The Peasant Unity sent around circulars with questions
about songs, dances, music, costumes and customs. Such questionnaires were the first
systematic collection of material on Croatian peasant culture. Inspired by Ante Radic's
guidelines, and later by the more detailed Osnove za sabiranje hrvatske narodne glazbe
(Principles for Collecting Croatian Folk Music), Bozidar Sirola and many intellectuals,
particularly teachers, began to work with lesser or greater intensity on collecting material
from folk life, and, among other things, describing folk dances, circle dances, dance customs
and so forth. Some of this material was published in the Zbornik za narodni iivot i obicaje
Juinih Slavena (On the Folk Life and Customs of the Southern Slavs put out by the Yugoslav
Academy of Science and Art, in Narodna starina, Sv. Cecilija and elsewhere.

This was an authentic national and cultural movement that was well supported by radio
and the press, stressing on the one hand the value of the national legacy, while criticizing the
negative aspects of research, selection and application of folklore. Films were made of the
reviews, and they are extremely valuable documents today, particularly on music and dance
culture, and costumes. Members of the Matica of Croatian Theater Volunteers, under the
Guidance of Aleksandar Freudenreich, researched and recorded dances, some of which were
published in Sklad. The city amateur dancers, people from Zagreb, rehearsed dances in the
choreography of ballerina Nevenka Perko, to the music of Lis in ski, Slavko Zlatic and Rudolf
Matz. They performed in 1936 at the Berlin Olympics in the category of folk dancing and
won first place. These were Choreographed versions of: hrvatsko slavonsko kolo, balun
and the ducec and drmes. The theater amateurs, inspired by this success, continued their
work on artistic adaptation of folk dances. This was, in fact, the beginning of the work of
urban amateurs on staging of folklore in Croatia.

Village groups multi12lied with each new year. They left their villages to tour. One such
group was Bosillak from Cucerje, which held guest performance in Belgrade and Sophia
with its famed "Cucerje Wedding".

A combination of folklore and tourism was established. In 1938 at the Review guests
were handed out invitations to the following event which had been printed in Croatian and
four foreign languages.

***
World War Two interrupted further development of the Review, folklore research and

application. When it was over, the Peasant Unity was revived, as were its branches. Regional
and local reviews were held, and in 1946 the firs t Great Review of Croatian Peasant Culture
was held. In 1947 and 1948 the second and third GreatReviews were held, and in these years
many folklore groups were formed as part of municipal culture and art societies. Great
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interest existed in staging folklore, which resulted, in 1949, in the "Chorus of Folk Dances
and Songs - Lado" which has had considerable influence, under the artistic guidance of its
founder Zvonimir Ljevakovic, and later under the guidance of subsequent artistic directors,
on both urban and village amateurs. The branches of Peasant Unity decreased, while many
were changed to culture and art societies. The most well known amateur groups, such as JoZa
Vlahovic from Zagreb, participated in the major European and world folklore festivals and
were given some of the most prestigious awards and acknowledgements. Lado is an
ambassador of Croatia, in a sense, to the rest of the world. After a veritable inundation of
folklore groups, various deformations and deviations appeared, and there was public
criticism of folklore mania, resulting in a swing towards the other extreme: folklore societies
were devastated. This went on until the 1960s when folklore sections were reinstated, and
folklore amateurism experienced a new renascence.

In 1966, organized by Arta, the International Folklore Review (Medunarodna smotra
folklora) was founded in Zagreb; groups from all over Yugoslavia and from abroad were
invited to attend. An entire team of experts work for the Review whose role it is to support
those within folk culture in finding, maintaining and selecting authentic and valuable
elements of traditional folklore. In this sense the "Principles of the Review" were estab-
lished, that state its objective, substance and form of action. The Review is closely tied in
with the work of scholarly institutions, particularly with the Institute of Folklore Research
and the Zagreb Ethnographic Museum.

***
All these events provided incentive for research, and research is dependent, to a

considerable degree, on them. IN 1948 an ethnomusicolo&ical section separated from the
Ethnographic Museum, and under the guidance of Vinko Zganec the Institute for folk Art
was founded (until quite recently called the Department of Folklore Research within the
Institute of Philology and Folkoristics). A section for work on folk dance was formed as part
of the new Institute, where LeIja Tas worked briefly, and then Ivan Ivancan (the author of
this article) worked there for twenty years. Today Stjepan Sremac is working at the Institute
as the ethnochoreologist. These experts gathered, documented and systematized a vast
number of folk dances from all parts of Croatia. Studying the dance customs in Croatia, they
enhanced the tnstitute's archives with tapes, video films, films, photographs, kinetograms,
dance and other manuscript collections. Ivan Ivancan, author of ten books on the subject of
dance folklore, provided a geographic subdivision of folk dances throughout Yugoslavia,
mostly based on information from the inter-war period and his own field work. He explored
and compared stylistic, rhythmic, spatial and other traits of folk dances, and for his dance
zones he assumed the names according to those ethnographic zones that earlier defined and'
proposed by Milovan Gavazzi. Folk dances in Croatia are divided into four dance zones: the
Alpine, Pannonian, Adriatic and Dinaric.

The Alpine zone stretches westward along an imaginary line running from Koprivnica,
through Zagreb, to Rijeka. Here there is a predominance of dances in couples, and the
couples are equally distributed along a circle. The partners needn't be closely attached to one
another. The direction of movement through the dance space is counterclockwise, and only
a single couple moves clockwise. The stylistic trait is an intensive turning of couples. This
tells us of the quality of the dancers. There are usually simple two- and three-part rhytl1ms.
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The musical accompaniment to the dance is the string ensemble occasionally augmented by
wind instruments. Wind instruments are quite popular, because the "zveglicas" and others
were earlier always a part of the ensembles. Today in Istria the folk instruments are usually
wind instruments: flutes and pipes such as the rozenica, sur Ie, vidalice. Singing as
accompaniment to dance is rare in the Alpine zone.

The Pannonian zone encompasses the region east of Zagreb, and north of the Sava and
Danube. Here the closed circle dance is most common. The older walked dances are the
occasional exception, to the accompaniment oflong songs, especially ballads. The dancers
are often quite close together, because they hold hands with the person next to the one next
to them. Movement, in horizontal terms, is quite little, but the vertical has prominence, with
the shaking, the bouncing of the body. This is then the source of the names for individual
drmes dances. It is the principle stylistic trait of the dancing. The direction of movement in
the west or east differs. The same applies to the Dinaric dance zone. In the west the dance
moves to the left, while in the east to the right. In the broader transitional area between both
zones one finds circle dances called povracanci (back -turners) and so forth that move in one
direction and then turn around and go back just as far.

Hajd' na levo brate Stevo!
Hajd' na desno seka lelo!

Now to the left, brother Steve!
Now to the right, sister lela!

Songs in a circle dance are frequent, and the couplets are sometimes improvized,
speaking of village details. Some are danced with a solo instrument: the bagpipe, double
flute, single tamboura. In the second half of the 19th century, or more precisely 1847, the
tamboura began to appear in orchestras, and violin or dulcimer players were sometimes
added. The two basic rhythmic patterns in which the Pannonian dance moved were the older
one, where the fourth note was followed by two eighths, or the more recent one where the
two eighths are followed by a quarter.

The Adriatic zone includes islands and a narrow coastal belt, except for the Zadat and
Sibenik vicinities and islands. There one finds dancing in couples, but the couples are not
equally arranged in circles. There is dancing in two facing lines. In one stand the male
dancers, in the other, the female dancers. The direction of movement is first in one direction,
until the dance prompter changes direction. The direction changes in one dance three times.
For dances in two opposite lines they are danced partially in place, and then one line towards
the other, sometimes the lines break so that teach goes back the place where the other was
formerly standing. For the style of the dance foot sliding in place (prebiranje) is important
or intensive spinning of individuals, particularly female dancers. The Adriatic dances can be
divided into two three-part and one six-eight rhythmjc pattern. Heterorhythmics appears
between odd dance and even musical accompaniment. Th~ principle instrument for accom-
panying dance throughout the area was the bagpipe, which have been substituted in part in
the north by the sopelaflute, and the lyre in the south. Characteristic is the singing in the north
that imitates musical instruments, called tararankanje.

The Dinaric zone is the central and largest area, and it is between the three described
zones. The open and closed dance are not compact, so it is impossible to cover considerable
space both horizontally and vertically. The high and powerful leaps are stylistic traits.
Beautiful is a synonym for powerful. The archaic six-part dan.Gepattern is usually performed
without accompaniment, or with a song in the first, light, walking section. The circle dance
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is therefore called deaf, mute, soundless and so forth. In some areas one couple steps out of
the circle dance, in other places two do, while in the regions of Sinj and PoJjice the circle
dance has completely disintegrated into couples.

The Institute of Folklore Research, or the earlier Institute of Folk Art, and the Culture
and Education Committee of Croatia publish, among other things, literature on ethnochore-
ology. Aside from Ivan Ivancan's ten books on the dances ofBaranja, Slavonia, Podravina,
Istria, Bilogora, Lika, three on the dance folklore of Dalmatia, on the staging of folklore and
others, many authors have come out with shorter ethnochoreological works in the journals
Kultumi radnik, Narodna umjetnost, Podravski zbomik and others. Aside from Ivan
Ivancan, these include Vladimir Skreblin, Josip Jalzabetic, Stjepan Sremac, Snjezana
Missoni, Mihael Feric and others. Some ethnomusicologists in their books and articles also
touch on questions of dance. This is first of all the late Vinko Zganec, then Ivo FurCic, Julije
Njikos and others. Croatian authors Zganec, Skreblin and Ivancan used their own dance
notation when recording and publishing, and now everyone has embraced the Laban- Knusst
kinetography after agreement at the First Yugoslav Congress of Folklore Researchers held
on Bjelasnica in 1955. The first book to come out using this kinetography was Narodni
plesovi Hrvatske 1. (Folk Dances of Croatia) by Ivan Ivancan in 1956.

***
Interest has revived in folklore dance sections, especially those at schools, and the

numerous festivals, reviews, tourist shows and other occasions means that the demand for
folklore experts is growing, but they are not trained in secondary schools or universities
anywhere. In 1962, the Education Committee of Croatia founded for this purpose the
Summer, and ten years later the Winter Folklore School through which over a thousand
participants have passed over the last twenty years or so, from all PWts of Yugoslavia, Europe
and all continents. The Summer School is particularly well known in Yugoslavia and abroad
for its program and successful past work.

***
We have rather varied types and quality of information on dance of the Croats living

outside of Croatia.
The Croats living in Bosnia and Hercegovina have been studied by experts from the

Sarajevo Folklore Research Institute. They have looked at quite a few dance customs in the
Croatian villages, but few of the results have been published. We know of the current
situation through participation of authen tic village grou ps from this republic at reviews and
festivals in Bosnia and Hercegovina, at the Balkan Festival of Folklore in Ohrid, and at the
Zagreb International Folklore Review. All belong to the Dinaric dance zone in terms of dance
characteristics.

Information about the Vojvodina Bunjevac and Sokac populations also is inferred
from what we see at reviews and festivals. While the Sokac population are a continuation of
similar dances and forms found among the Baranje Sokac population, the Bunjevac folklore
must be examined more closely. Ljubica and Danica Jankovic from Belgrade have written
some on them, and they were studied rather superficially by Dobrivoje Putnik and Ivan
Ivancan.
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The Croats living outside of Yugoslavia who were the most thoroughly studied are the
Burgenland Croats (Gradiscanski Hrvati). After studying the dances and dance customs of
the Burgenland Croats on several occasions we arrived at the impressive number of 43
recorded dances. Most of these, however, are fragments. They do shed some light on
Burgenland dance culture and indicate the origins and connections of individual elements
of dance and dance customs.

Those details that speak of connections with the native land, particularly with the dance
customs of the Alpine and Adriatic dance zones in Croatia are particularly valuable. But not
only these. There are also traits that point to Pannonian and Dinaric models.

The dances of Croats Jiving in Hungary have been studied and published by Budapest
choreographer Antal Kricskovics. They show quite a bit of similarity to the dances of the
northern regions.144 The dances of Romanian and Italian Croats remain to be studied. Some
initial attempts have already been made.

Abbreviations:
ZIF - Institute of Folklore Research formerly the Institute of Folk Art
JAZD - Yugoslav Academy of Science and Art
SAND - Serbian Academy of Science and Art
ZNZO - Volume on the Folk Life and Customs of Southern Slavs

144
Antal Kricskovics, fulnoslavenskc narodnc igrc, Nagyarorszagi dclszlav tancoh.
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